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Abstract
Tito Pradhono TOMO
Development of a Compact, Soft, Distributed, 3-axis Hall
Effect-based Skin Sensor: uSkin
Our dream is to have robots inside our house or office that can help us per-
forming useful manipulation tasks (handling objects/ utilizing tools). Cur-
rently, robots are still far from perfect in terms of manipulation. One of the
reasons is the lack of tactile sensing ability. Without this, robots will not have
any information related to the contact location, grasping power, and force
direction. Available tactile sensors in the market have some problems that
make the implementation of tactile sensing for robots be difficult. Those
problems are the rigid body, lack of shear forces information, low density
of sensing points, and bulky hardware & electronics. Additionally, they are
not affordable and the maintenance can be difficult.
This thesis will propose a method for developing uSkin, a tactile sensor
that can cover many robot parts (skin sensor). uSkin achieved something
that other skin sensors could not achieve previously: soft, 3-axis force mea-
surement, high density (4.7 mm center-to-center distance), and compact in a
single module. Despite the sensor’s ability to have these features simultane-
ously, uSkin has 1 gf - 1800 gf range, 4.6% hysteresis, 500 Hz sampling rate,
72 dB Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and 0.4 gf & 0.04 gf resolution for normal
& shear forces respectively. These specifications are more than enough for
manipulating everyday objects that usually are in the range of 200 - 500 g.
Moreover, the sensor is easy to produce and low cost in terms of manufac-
turing and labor effort. uSkin has been successfully mounted on the Allegro
Hand, EzGripper, and iCub’s hand for performing tasks such as object recog-
nition, slip prevention, and tactile exploration.
The current implementation is limited to non-ferromagnetic objects only.
This is because uSkin uses a Hall-Effect approach as its sensing principle.
Although magnetic objects can influence the sensor’s measurement, a com-
pensation algorithm can be implemented. For example, the earth magnetic
iv
field influenced the sensor’s reading when the orientation of uSkin changed
but could be eliminated by generating compensation values via kinematics.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Humans have five basic senses: taste, smell, hearing, sight, and touch. Thanks
to these, human can recognize and adapt to their unstructured world. Each
sense associate to the others to give brain more information. For example,
with a sight, human can quickly estimate the location of an object and grab
it. However, without a touch sense, they will have a difficulty to maintain it
from slipping as they cannot feel the contact location and force.
There are many things that can be done by using only the sense of touch
alone. In case of there is no visible light, human can explore their world
and figure out the location of the objects by gently touching them. They
start to create a map in their mind. After they grasped an object, they can
estimate its orientation and re-positioning it. When an unknown object hit
or touched them, they can quickly react to it. These examples show a wide
range capabilities of touch sensing.
As technology becomes more advanced, people start to use automation
such as robots to save time and cost. In the future, the application will ex-
pand to pick and place objects in a warehouse and helping people in and
around home (i.e. using tools). Versatile robots need to be able to manipulate
any object for this kind of tasks. There are many competitions encouraging
people to improve manipulation performance on robots. Amazon picking
challenge and Toyota AI Ventures are some of the examples. The goal is to
make robots safer, more useful, and more affordable.
To be able to manipulate objects, robots need to be equipped with an end-
effector. The requirements can be different according to what kind of tasks
should be accomplished. For example, for picking and manipulate objects
in a warehouse, gripper seems to be enough. But for utilizing human tools,
a multi-fingered robot hand is more suitable. Although their functionality
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canbediferent,theyneedthesamehuman-inspiredabilitythatcanleadto
asuccessfulmanipulation:detectingcontactlocationsandforces.
Visionisoneimportantelementformanipulation.Withvision,robotscan
estimatetheobjectpositionandorientation. However,forvariousreasons
visioncanfailorbeinsufﬁcient.Forexample,theobjectsthatareintended
tobeorbeingmanipulatedcanbeoccludedandsometimesitisdifﬁcultto
ﬁgureouttheirmaterialpropertiesandcenterofgravity.Forthisreason,
relyingonvisionaloneisoftennotenough.
Knowingthecontactlocation,materialproperties,andthedirectionof
theforcearealsoimportanttoachieveasuccessfulmanipulation.Atactile
sensorisaninterfacemodalitytoproviderobotstheseabilities.Bymount-
ingtactilesensorsintrinsicaly(embeddedinthejoints)orextrinsicaly(dis-
tributedintheskin)onrobots,theycansensetheobjectstheyareincontact
with.Regardingtheintrinsicsensors,forcesensorsembeddedinthejoints
canonlysensethesumofalforcesactingonthelinkandmeasurealsosub-
stantialforcesduetotherobot’smovement,andthejointanglesonlyprovide
crudeinformationaboutthecontactwiththeobjectaswel.Tactilesensorsin
theskinprovidericherandmoredirectinformationthanthesensorsinthe
joints,whichcanbecrucialforvariousapplications.However,implementing
distributedsensorsintheskinischalenging.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Importanceoftactilesensing
Inthefuturerobotsshouldsharetheirworkspacewithhumansandworkin
unstructuredenvironments,andforsafetyandtoperformadaptivetasks,a
richsetofsensorsisneededinsuchscenarios.Tactilesensorsontherobot’s
surfacecanprovidethemostdetailedanddirectinformationaboutthecon-
tactswiththeenvironmentandarethereforeacrucialcomponent.Yet,the
factthattheyshouldbespreadoverthesurfacemakestheimplementation
difﬁcult.Theimportanceoftactilesensorsespecialyforroboticmanipula-
tionisreportedin[1].
Whendesigningtactileskinsensors,Iconsiderthattheyshouldhavethe
folowingcharacteristics:(i)soft,(i)distributed,(ii)sensingthe3-axisforce
vectorsand(iv)integratedelectronics.(i)Softnessoftherobot’sskinadds
tothesafetyoftherobot,becauseitaddsalevelofsecuritythatcannotbe
achievedwithothermethods.Activecontrolschemesalonearetypicalytoo
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slowforimpacts.Compliantjointshelp,andareacrucialcomponentasthey
cantypicalyabsorbmoreenergythansoftskin,buttheycanonlydecou-
plethevariouslinksoftherobot,whiletheinertiaoftherobotsegmentsin
contactwiththehumancouldstilleadtoharmfulforces.Onlysoftskincan
absorbimpactenergydirectlyatthecolisionsite.Furthermore,softskinin
robothandscanenhancethegraspstability,andtheSuganolabpreviously
foundthatsoftskinalsoaidsduringmanipulation[2]–[4].(i)Distributed
skinsensorsprovidedetailedinformationaboutthecontactswiththeenvi-
ronment,whichcanbeusedforexamplefortasksliketactileservoingortac-
tileobjectrecognition[5].Alternativesexist,likeforcesensorsintherobot’s
joints,buttheyprovidelessinformation,aseachsensorcanonlymeasure
thesumofaltheforcesactingonit.(ii) Whilemostdistributedskinsen-
sorsonlymeasuresingleaxisforce,measuringtheforcevectorisrequired
fortaskssuchastactileservoing,andtheSuganolabhasusedsuchinfor-
mationforexampleforrobustin-handmanipulation[3][6]–[8].Distributed
forcevectormeasurementsareusefulinscenarioswithmorethanonecon-
tact,asituationthatistypicalychalengingforexistingsolutionsthatcannot
measuredistributedforcevectors.(iv) Whendistributingmanysensorsin
therobot’ssurface,withoutintegratedelectronics,alotofwireswouldbe
required,whichwouldrequirealotofspaceandwhichwouldmakethe
integrationintherobotandtheirmaintenancechalenging.Distributedelec-
tronicscanhelp,andseveralsensorsshouldshareadataline.Sendingdigital
insteadofanaloginformationalsomakesthesensorsignalslesspronetoin-
terferencefromtheenvironment.
1.2.2 Currentstateoftactilesensordevelopment
Alotofdiferentsensingprincipleshavebeenusedfortactilesensors[9],
[10]. Mostdistributedskinsensorsreportedinliteraturecanmeasureonly
1-axisforceforeachsensor.Thisisbecausethesensorsneedtobearranged
inacertainmannerinordertobeabletomeasureanddistinguishmulti-axis
forces,whichcanbedifﬁculttoachieveinrelativelythinrobotskin.This
reviewwilfocusontactilesensingofmulti-axisforcesandHalEfect-based
sensors.
Morebroadreviewsoftactilesensorswerereportedin[11]–[13].Tactile
sensinginbothhumansandrobotsisdiscussedin[9]andforhuman-robot
interactionin[14],[15].Recentreviewscanbefoundin[16],[17].
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TABLE 1.1: Comparison of different transduction technologies
for tactile sensors
Sensing principle Advantage Disadvantage
Piezoresistive • Many implemen-
tations
• Robust
• Complex struc-
ture for 3D sensing
required
• Small-sized analog-
digital converters not
available
Hall Effect • Small chip for 3D
sensing available
• Simple imple-
mentation
• Interference of exter-
nal magnetic fields
and ferromagnetic
materials
Piezo electric • Dynamic sensing
with high sensi-
tivity
• No sensing of static
forces
Optical with camera • Immune to elec-
tromagnetic
interference
• High density
• Large overall size
due to camera
Capacitive • Small chip for
analog-digital
conversion avail-
able
• Good resolution
possible
• Robust
• Stray capacity
• 3D sensing some-
what complex
Table 1.1 summarizes the benefits and disadvantages of various sensing
principles. In particular, for most tactile sensors it is difficult to achieve dense
3-axis tactile sensing with a force range useful for manipulating everyday
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objects.
(1)Piezoelectric-basedsensors
Oneofthemorecommonsensingprinciplesforrelativelythinrobotskin
istousepiezoelectricsensors.Polyvinylideneﬂuoride(PVDF)iscommonly
usedasthepiezoelectricmaterial.Thinﬁlmscanbeproducedwhichproduce
smalamountsofelectricityresultingfromchangesinforce.Thesesensors
arewelsuitedtodetecttheonsetoftouchaswelthesmalchangesinforce
resultingfromvibrations,andhavebeenusedforexampletodetectthetex-
tureofmaterials.Tomeasurestaticforces,integrationoftheforcechanges
mustbeconducted,whichispronetoaccumulateerrorsovertime,andsuch
sensorsarethereforenotbestsuitedtomeasurestaticorslowlychanging
forces. Piezoelectricsensorshavebeenimplementedinrobothands[18]–
[21]aswelasinlargescaleskintocoverrobotbodies;forexample,thehu-
manoidrobotCB2has197ofsuchsensorsdistributedaloveritsbody[22].
Thesepiezoelectricﬁlmsarenotintrinsicalysoft,butcanrelativelyeasybe
embeddedinsoftskin,astheyarebendable.
Whileintheaforementionedskinsensorstheforcevectorcannotbemea-
sured,asmalandthin3-axistactilesensorbasedon MEMSpiezoelectric
elementsissoldbyTouchence[23],seeFigure1.1(c). However,usingthis
sensorfordistributedskinsensingischalenging,asthesensorisrigidand
therequiredadditionalreadoutelectronicsareratherbulky.
FIGURE1.1:Relatedsensorsbasedonpiezoelectricsensing.(a)
PVDFandstraingaugesrandomlydistributedinﬁngertip.(b)
CB2humanoidrobotcoveredwith197piezoelectricsensors.(c)
3-axissensorfromTouchence.Thepicturesaretakenfrom[21],
[22]and[24],respectively.
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(2) Optical-basedsensors
Twodiferenttypesofoptical-basedsensorsaredescribedinliterature,
andbothofthemhavethepotentialtomeasuretheforcevector.Theﬁrst
typeusesacameratodetectdeformationsintheskinmembrane,forexample
[25],[26].Thistypecanachievedistributedforcevectorsensingwithahigh
spatialdensity.Itissuitablefortheﬁngertipofrobotgrippersbutisoftentoo
thickforotherrobotpartswheretheskinshouldbeonlyseveralmilimeters
thick,becauseitrequiresaminimumthicknessforthecameratobeableto
focus.Thesensorsin[27]useopticalﬁbersandmeasure3-axisforcewith
highsensitivity,buttheoveralsizeis42.6mmhighand27mmdiameter.
AnotherexampleistheTacTipseries[28],seeFigure1.2(a).
FIGURE1.2:Relatedoptical-basedtactilesensors.(a)TacTip
fromBristol.(b)3-axissoftcubicsensorShokaCube.Thepic-
turesaretakenfrom[28]and[29],respectively.
Thesecondtypeofoptical-basedsensorsusesseparatephotoreceptors
(notintheformofacamera)tomeasurelightintensity;thistypecanmeasure
theforcevectorinaslimmerpackage,howeveritdoesnotachievethehigh
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spatialdensitysensingoftheﬁrsttype.Theconceptofasmalsized3-axis
sensorfordistributedsensingwasintroducedin[30].Acubicoptical3-axis
sensorwithasizeof20x20x20mm3hasbeenrealized,usingsoftandlight-
weightpolyurethanefoam,andhasbeenintegratedinrobots[29],seeFigure
1.2(b).VersionsofthissensoraresoldbyTouchence.Optoforcesoldasmal-
sizedopticalsensor(10mmdiameterand8mmhigh),butOptoforceisnow
partofOnRobotandthissensordoesnotappearontheirwebsiteanymore
[31].Alsensorsmentionedinthisparagraphrequireadditionalelectronics,
inparticularforanalog-to-digitalconversion,whicharetypicalybiggerthan
thesensoritself,andmaketheintegrationofsuchsensorsinhighnumbers
onarobotchalenging.
(3)Piezoresistive-basedsensors
Straingaugesareacommonmethodforforcemeasurements.Theyare
piezoresistive,astheirelectricresistivityslightlychangeswhenbeingbent.
Rathercomplexarrangementsareneededtomeasure3-axisoreven6-axis
force/torque,whichmakesthemtypicalytoobulkyfortheintegrationina
thinskin.IntheWENDYrobot[32],robotcoversweremountedtotherobot
viaa6-axisF/Tsensor,andtherebyforcesactingontherobotcovercould
besensed,seeFigure1.3(a).Onlyonemulti-axisforcevectorcanbesensed,
correspondingtothesummationofalforcesactingontherobotlink.Thisis
typicalysufﬁcientforapplicationssuchastomeasureimpactsandtoensure
safety. Moreover,additionaly,force-sensitiveresistor(FSR)padswereput
onthecover.TheFSRpadscansenseonly1-axisforce.Severalotherrobots
usesimilarconcepts,withdistributed1-axissensorsonthesurface,andone
multi-axisforcemeasurementforonerobotlink.Forexample,[33],[34]uses
10x7.5x5.5mm33-axissensorsinadditiontoskinsensorsbasedonconduc-
tiverubberforeachlinkoftheMAChand.Thenecessaryelectronicsforana-
logtodigitalconversionareintegratedinthehandawel.Anotherexample
istheTWENDY-ONEhand[35]:eachﬁngertiphasamulti-curvedshapeand
integratesa6-axisforce/torquesensor,inadditionto241distributedcapac-
itivesensorscoveringthehandssurface,seeFigure1.3(b). However,the
electronicsfordigitizingthesensorsignalsarerathervoluminousandare
notintegratedintheﬁngers. Whilemostforce-torquesensorsprovideana-
logoutputandneedadditionalelectronicsforanalogtodigitalconversion,
the6-axisforce/torquesensorsintheDLR-HIThandprovidedigitaloutput
[36],butthesensoris16mmlongandhasa20mmdiameter,seeFigure1.3
(d).Arareexampleofahandthatmanagestointegratea6-axisF/Tsensorin
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eachﬁngersegmentistheRobonaut2hand[37],[38],seeFigure1.3(c).The
Robonaut2handsoveralissmalerthanmanyotherrobothandspreviously
mentioned,andhasasizemoresimilartoahumanhand.Theelectronicsfor
theanalogtodigitalconversionarenotintegratedintheﬁngers,butinstead
inthepalmofthehand.Thefurtherawaytheanalogtodigitalconversion
happensfromthetransducer,thehigherthesusceptibilitytonoise,andthe
amountofwiresincreases.
FIGURE1.3:Relatedsensorsbasedonpiezoresistivesensing.
(a)6-axisforce/torquesensorconnectedtoWENDYcover.(b)
TWENDYONEﬁngertipwith6-axisforce/torquesensor.(c)6-
axisforce/torquesensorforRobonaut2.(d)6-axisforce/torque
sensorwithdigitaloutputforDLR-HIThand.(e)Fingertip
with4tri-axialsensors.(f)Distributed3-axissensorsforrobot
Macra.(g)Adirectmethodtousestraingaugestomeasure
shearforceinsoftskin.Thepicturesaretakenfrom[29],[34]–
[36],[38]–[40],and[41],respectively.
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Distributed3-axissensorsinrobotskinwerepresentedin[39],seeFigure
1.3(e).Inparticular,four3-axissensorsforarobotﬁngertipweredescribed,
butthesizeoftheadditionalelectronicsmakesitdifﬁculttocoverlargerareas
withahighdensity.3-axissensorsdistributedoverawiderareaareshown
in[29],seeFigure1.3(f).ThisskinfortherobotMacraisratherthickand
wouldbedifﬁculttouseforrobothands.Aconceptforsensingmulti-axis
forcewithverticalarrangedpiezoresistivebeamsinanelasticmaterialwas
describedin[40]–[42],seeFigure1.3(g).Theproductionofeachsensorwas
rathercomplicated,andtheanalogtodigitalconversionisnotdiscussed.
(4)PSECR-basedsensors
Anotherformofsensorsbasedonresistivesensing,commonlyusedfor
skinsensors,usepressure-sensitiveelectricconductiverubber(PSECR).PSECR
iswelsuitedforrealizingthin,pressuresensitiveskinsensors,andtheyalso
haveadditionalbeneﬁtforbeinginherentlysoft.Torealize3-axissensing,a
domewasplacedontopof4suchsensors[43],seeFigure1.4.
FIGURE1.4:Relatedsensorbasedonpressuresensitiverubber.
Adomeisusedsothattheunderlyingsensorcanmeasureshear
forces.Thepicturesaretakenfrom[43].
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(5)Capacitive-basedsensors
Capacitivesensorshavebeenwidelyusedasroboticskinsensors,and
havegoodsensorcharacteristicsingeneral[17].However,makingtheminto
multi-axissensorsischalenging,similartotheothersensorsdiscussedpre-
viously.Aﬂatformfactorfor3-axissensingwasachievedin[44],[45],see
Figure1.5(a&c).Similarto[43]discussedpreviously,in[46],[47]adome
wasaddedontopoffoursensorstobeabletosenseshearforces,albeitonly
inthemilinewtonrange,seeFigure1.5(b). Whilethesetwosensorsdidnot
includesmal-sizedanalogtodigitalconverters,smalsizedchipsforcapac-
itancetodigitalconversionareavailableandhavebeenusedfortheskinin
thehumanoidrobotiCub[48],[49],seeFigure1.5(d).Ingeneral,foralthese
capacitivesensorstheconnectionoftheelectrodeontopofthecompliant
materialandtheshieldingfromstraycapacitanceischalenging. Whilethe
iCubskinonlymeasuresdistributedsingleaxisforce,thechipusedforthe
iCubskincouldpossiblyalsobeusedforthe3-axissensorsdiscussedprevi-
ously.Indeed,ourlabpreviouslydeveloped3-axiscapacitivesensorswith
digitaloutput[50]–[52].However,each3-axissensorhadasizeofmorethan
20x20x7mm3,whichisconsiderablybiggerthanthesensordevelopedinthe
currentthesis,andwasmoretimeconsumingtoproducethanthesensorthat
wilbepresentedinthisthesis.However,thesensorin[51]hadthebeneﬁtof
reliableshieldingagainstelectromagneticinterference.Theskinin[51]used
copperberylium(CuBe2)plates,asdidpreviouslytheHex-O-Skin[53],to
reducethehysteresisandasareliabletopelectrode.EachHex-O-Skinmod-
ulecanmeasureproximity,temperature,3-axisacceleration,and3normal
forces,butnot3-axisforce,seeFigure1.5(e).
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FIGURE1.5:Relatedsensorsbasedoncapacitivesensing.(a&
c)Flatcapacitive3-axissensors.Shieldingandanalogtodig-
italconversionisnotincluded.(b)Asmalbumpisusedto
detect3-axisforce.(d)Distributed1-axissensorsforiCubﬁn-
gertipswithdigitaloutput.(e)MultimodalHex-O-Skinmod-
uleincluding1-axiscapacitive-basedsensors.Thepicturesare
takenfrom[44]–[47],and[53],respectively
(6) MEMS-basedsensors
MEMSforcesensorscanbebasedonvarioussensingprinciples(forex-
amplepiezoelectric[24]orcapacitive[54]),butduetotheirspecialcharacter-
isticstheyarediscussedseparately.Inparticular,theyareverysensitive,but
theirsensingrangeisalsoverysmalandtheyarefragile[54],[55],therefore
theyaretypicalynotsuitableassensorskinforrobotsthatgraspeveryday
objects.
(7) HalEffect-basedsensors
HalEfectsensorstogetherwithamagnethavebeenusedasskinsensors.
Aprototype3-axissensorwithdigitaloutputwasproposed[56],seeFigure
1.6(a). However,detailedsensorcharacterization,distributedsensing,and
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theintegrationinarobotwerealnotperformed.TherobotJameshadsuch
sensorsintegratedintoitshands[57][58].Eachsensormeasured1-axisforce,
andanair-gapincreasedthesensitivitybymakingiteasierforthemagnetto
moveasaresultofforcebeingappliedtothesensor,seeFigure1.6(b).3-axis
sensorshavealsobeenproposed[59],[60]:Amagnetwasembeddedinan
elasticdomeontopof4HalEfectsensors,seeFig.Figure1.6(c).However,
theoutputofthesensorswasnotdigital,andtheoveralformfactorwastoo
bigforthinrobotskin.
FIGURE1.6:RelatedsensorsbasedonHalEfectsensing.(a)
3-axissensorwithdigitaloutput.(b)1-axissensorwithairgap.
(c)3-axisdome-shapedsensorwith4individualHalEfectsen-
sors.Thepicturesaretakenfrom[56],[58],and[60],respec-
tively.
(8)SummaryofRelatedWork
Overal,currentlyexistingsensorshavetheproblemthatitisdifﬁcultto
make3-axissensorsintoaformfactorsuitableforrobotskin.Furthermore,
itisdifﬁculttoincorporatealtheelectronicstoprovidedigitaloutputina
smalsensorpackage. However,ifthesensorsprovideonlyanalogoutput,
manywiresarerequired,whichmakestheintegrationofalargenumberof
sensorsinarobotdifﬁcult.
1.3 Objective
Thegoalofthisresearchistodevelopaskinsensorforrobothandsand
grippersthatisafordableandaccessibleforeverybody,yetapplicablefor
dexterousmanipulationtasks. Meanwhile,thesensorwilbedevelopedto
meetmaincriteriabelow:
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1. Soft: Beside it can act as a damper to reduce the impact force, a de-
formable surface can also increase the grasping stability during object
manipulation. However, implementing soft materials will lead to prob-
lems such as hysteresis, causing measurement inaccuracies. Research
on characterizing the crosstalk and hysteresis as well as how to reduce
them will be conducted.
2. Measure normal and shear forces (3-axis). Although many skin sen-
sors were successfully mounted on robots, only a few that can mea-
sure distributed 3-axis force. Shear (tangential) force can give more di-
rect information such as the direction of the force and objects contour
shape. Usually, achieving 3-axis with high spatial density will increase
the overall size of the sensor itself. Therefore, the sensor and robot part
usually must be integrated as one module (i.e. robot fingertip). A tactile
sensor that can cover most of the robot parts (skin sensor) is preferable
to avoid modification or replacing robot parts that are already available
in the market.
3. Providing rich information (high density): The sensor will be devel-
oped to have a subcentimeter spatial density. By having distributed
dense sensors, the contact location and geometry information can be
more accurate.
4. Efficient implementation of distributed sensing (compact). Distributed
sensors with many sensing elements typically cause integration prob-
lems that should be avoided. For example, the Sugano Laboratory has
been developing the human-symbiotic robot Twendy-One since 2007.
This humanoid robot has sophisticated hands covered with distributed
soft skin sensor. It has 241 1-axis tactile sensors on each hand in to-
tal. Thanks to this sensor, Twendy-One could manipulate small objects
such as straw and recognize multiple objects. However, large-scale tac-
tile arrays usually correlated to an increasing number of wires used
for delivering the data. Secondly, the analog measurements are con-
verted to digital signals by relatively large sized additional electronics,
that should be located close to the sensing site, and therefore further
increase the space and weight requirements of the complete sensing
system. These issues will also result in a high maintenance cost and
labor effort. I2C connection will be implemented so that it can be easily
integrated to a microcontroller. Moreover, I2C interface allows to chain
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multiplechipsinasingledataline.Thiswilsigniﬁcantlyreducethe
numberofwires.
Additionaly,thesensordevelopedinthisthesismustbeeasytoproduce
andcheap.ThesensorwilbedevelopedusingaHalEfect-basedsensing.
Asmentionedbefore,thissensingprinciplealowsustoachieve3-axissens-
ingusingaverysimpleconstructionwithoutcomplexprocessing(i.e.image
processingforopticalsensor).Some3DHalEfectchipsarealsoavailable
andcanbeeasilygetinthemarket.Thesoftskinstructurewilbeproduced
usingasiliconematerial.Siliconeisverycheapandcanbeeasilypurchased.
Italsogivesmorefreedomtocreateanykindofshape. Recently,silicone
alsocanbeprintedusinga3Dprintermakingtheprototypingismucheasier
andfaster.Highsignaltonoiseratio(SNR):AsensorwithhigherSNRvalue
measureslessnoise,makingitcanhavehigherresolution.Fastresponse:
Unlikeasensorin[61]thatisaimingforanultrahighresolutionfortexture
recognition,uSkinisdevelopedmainlyforadexterousmanipulationtask
thatrequiresanagility.Therefore,highersamplingrateandfasterresponse
timearemoreimportant.Accordingto[16],atactilesensorshouldhavemore
than400Hzofsamplingrateforanin-handmanipulationtask.uSkinwil
bedevelopedtohaveasubcentimeterspatialdensityandalsofastresponse
timeatthesametime.
Thisthesisproposesawaytomanufactureacompact,distributed,high
density3-axissoftskinsensorthatcancoveralmostrobotpartswithfew
numberofwiresinlowcostandefortlessway.
1.4 NovelContribution
AsmentionedinSection1.2.2,HalEfectbasedskinsensorshavebeenim-
plementedpreviously,forexamplein[62],[63]and[56]. However,these
worksdonotinvestigatethesensorcharacteristicsindetail.Furthermore,
asthesemiconductortechnologyhasevolved,smalsized3-axisHal-efect
sensorsbecamecommercialyavailable.Forexample, MLX90393,asmal
3Dmagnetometer(3x3x1mm)chipcanbepurchasedfromMelexis.Since
thischiphasdigitaloutput,morethanonesensorcanbeconnectedonthe
samedatabus,reducingthenumbersofphysicalwires.Thechipcanbedi-
rectlyconnectedtoamicrocontrolerthroughI2Cconnection. Asaresult,
theﬁrstskinsensorprototypeusingthischipwassuccessfulydevelopedin
[64].Also,fortheﬁrsttime,amaturecharacterizationofthesensorsuchas
itsbehavioragainstthetemperaturechange,hysteresis,andcrosstalkwas
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investigated.Comparedto[57][58],theskinsensorinmyworkcanmeasure
notonlynormalforcebutalsoshearforces(3-axis).
Theworksin[60][65]implementdistributedtactilesensingusingHal
Efectastheirsensingprinciple. However,thecenter-to-centerdistancebe-
tweenthe3-axissensorsismorethan1cm,thereforethepreviousworkcould
notshowthathighdensitysensingtrulycanbeimplemented,especialy
whenthesensorsandpermanentmagnetsaredistributedinclosevicinity.
Toprovetheidea,theﬁrstdistributedHalEfect-basedskinsensorwhere
thedistancebetweensensingpointsislessthan1cmwasdevelopedforthe
ﬁrsttimein[66]foraﬂatsurface,andin[67]foramulti-curvedsurface.
Asaresult,3-axisforcesensingwithaspatialdensityof4.7mmcouldbe
achieved. However,eventhoughthesensorprovidesdigitaloutput,rather
bulkyreadoutelectronicswereused. Moreover,themagnetswereembed-
dedinconventionalbulksilicone,causingseverecrosstalkbetweenthethree
measurementaxis.Toreducethecrosstalkbetween3-axismeasurements,I
developedanewsoftskinstructurewithairgapsin[68].Severalworksare
implementinganairgapstructurefortheirskinsensors[65][69].However,
theyneverinvestigatedtheimportanceofanairgaptoreducecrosstalk.In-
stead,theairgapwasusedforincreasingthesensitivityofthesensor[69].
Moreover,in[57][58][69]onlyonesensorforoneﬁngerphalangewasimple-
mented.Naturaly,ahigh-density&distributedsensorwilrequireadifer-
entstructurethantheserelatedworks.
Inshort,uSkinistheﬁrstcompact,3-axisHalEfect-basedsoftskinsen-
sorthatisimplementingdistributedsensingusingavailable3DHalEfect
chip.Theimportanceofairgapstructureforreducingcrosstalkindistributed
sensingisalsoﬁrstlyinvestigatedhere.
1.5 ThesisOutline
Thissectionprovidesthesynopsisofeachchapterinthisthesis.
1.5.1 Chapter2
Theconceptualideatoachievealowcost,smal3-axissoftskinsensorwil
beexplainedhere.Thischapterwilshowthat3-axisforcemeasurementcan
beachievedbyusingMLX90393,asmal3-axismagnetometerfromMelexis.
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The idea is by using a permanent magnet to change the magnetic field sur-
rounding the magnetometer (transducer). A small permanent magnet is im-
planted inside a soft structure such as silicon, floating above the transducer.
When the surface of the uSkin is pressed, the permanent magnet will dis-
place according to the force vector. This will cause changes in x, y, and z-axis
of transducer’s reading. Later this value can be converted into force or pres-
sure through a calibration process. As the output of MLX90393 is already
digital, an amplifier and ADC unit are not required. Moreover, this chip can
communicate to a microcontroller through an I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit)
interface.
1.5.2 Chapter 3
In Chapter 3, uSkin with distributed sensing elements and its new structure
will be shown. The transducer was successfully distributed every 4.7 mm. In
a 25 x 25 mm area, 16 x 3-axis force data can be measured. The thickness can
be reduced to 4 mm overall, reasonable enough to cover robot parts. Each
module’s measurements will be collected using a small microcontroller that
can be daisy-chained through a CAN (Controller Area Network) protocol.
Only one microcontroller needs to be connected to the main PC to read all
sensor measurements. As a result, the number of final output wires that need
to be used for communication is only 4.
In previous chapter, uSkin was developed using a simple, bulk structure.
Because of this, there is no room for compression inside the silicon. When
the sensor is pressed with a perpendicular force (normal force) to its surface,
permanent magnets inside the silicone will also displace sideways. These
uncontrollable movements are mistakenly detected as shear forces, affecting
the x and y-axis measurements called a crosstalk effect. To reduce this effect,
a new structure with an air gap was developed. Material selection is im-
portant to maintain the structure and reducing the hysteresis. For example,
using too soft material will make the magnets attracting each other, deform-
ing the whole structure. Using too hard material will reduce the sensitivity
in shear forces measurement.
1.5.3 Chapter 4
In Chapter 4, the implementation of uSkin will be shown. This chapter will
show that uSkin can be mounted on different robots to perform multiple
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tasks. For example, uSkin was successfully mounted on the iCub, a hu-
manoid robot developed by IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) performing
an object shape exploration task. Moreover, uSkin can also be mounted on
commercially available robot hands/grippers, the Allegro hand and EzGrip-
per for performing reactive grasping such as slip prevention.
1.5.4 Chapter 5
Chapter 5 will draw a conclusion, future works, and discussion. Although
the sensor can be successfully developed, current implementation is limited
to manipulation for non-magnetic materials. However, compensating mag-
netic influences is possible. For example, by having one sensor that does not
measure displacements of a permanent magnet, the environmental of mag-
netic field can be detected. uSkin was initially developed to meet criteria for
dexterous manipulation. But, the technology can also be implemented for
covering other robot parts such as arm, torso, and legs. It can also be used
for covering prosthetic limbs to help disabled people regain their ability to
feel the touch through a tactile display.
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Chapter 2
Hall-effect Based Skin Sensor
2.1 Background
This chapter presents an easy means to produce a 3-axis Hall effect–based
skin sensor for robotic applications. It uses an off-the-shelf chip and is phys-
ically small and provides digital output. Furthermore, the sensor has a soft
exterior for safe interactions with the environment; in particular it uses soft
silicone with about an 8 mm thickness. Tests were performed to evaluate
the drift due to temperature changes, and a compensation using the integral
temperature sensor was implemented. Furthermore, the hysteresis and the
crosstalk between the 3-axis measurements were evaluated. The sensor is
able to detect minimal forces of about 1 gf. The sensor was calibrated and re-
sults with total forces up to 1450 gf in the normal and tangential directions of
the sensor are presented. The test revealed that the sensor is able to measure
the different components of the force vector.
2.2 Objective
The objectives of this chapter are:
1. Present an efficient way to produce a 3-axis Hall Effect–based skin sen-
sor for robotic applications.
2. Discover the characteristics of the sensor and determine whether the
sensor concept could be used for distributed sensing.
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2.3 SensorDescription
2.3.1 SensorConcept
Theforcevectorcanbedetectedbymeasuringamagneticﬁeldchange.To
achievethat,amagnetometer(MLX90393)fromMelexis[70]isused.Asingle
MLX90393chipiscapableofproviding3-axismagneticdataandtemperature
datathroughtheI2Cfastmodeprotocol(fourwires).Thechipismounted
onaprintedcircuitboard(PCB).Iembeddedthechipbelowasoftmaterial,
speciﬁcalysiliconerubber,andimplantedasmal magnetaboveitasshown
inFigure2.1.Thesoftmaterialactsasacompliantlayer,andalsotransmits
theforceappliedonthetopsurface. Asaresult,thesmal magnetwilbe
displacedfromitsinitialpositionwhenforceisapplied,causingamagnetic
ﬁeldchange.Fortheexperimentsinthissection,aPCB(theevaluationboard
fromMelexis)withonesinglechipisused.
FIGURE2.1:Conceptualimage.
2.3.2 SoftOuterLayer
Thefolowingstepsarerequiredforthemoldingprocess.First,anMLX90393
chipisplacedatthemiddleofamoldingcast,supportedwithfourguidance
pointsanddouble-sidedtape.Thechipiscoveredbyliquidsiliconerubber
(EcoﬂexSupersoftfromSmooth-On,shorehardness00-30).Todistributethe
magneticﬁeldevenly,thepositionofthemagnetshouldbecenteredabove
thechip. Aguidancelid(Fig.2.2a)isusedtocreateaholeforplacinga
smal magnetinthecenter.Themagnetforthecurrentimplementationis
aNeodymiummagnetcoatedwithnickel(Nd-Fe-B)withadimensionof2
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mm x 2.5 mm x 1.7 mm. After the first layer of silicone has cured, the magnet
is placed inside the hole, and more liquid silicone rubber is used to cover it.
The silicone layer above the PCB is 8 mm thick overall, with the small magnet
covered by approximately 2 mm of silicone, as in Fig 2.3. In my experiments
there was a good bond between the first and second layer of silicone. The
silicone covers an area of 55 mm x 55 mm.
FIGURE 2.2: The molding process: (a) Liquid silicone rubber
was poured into the molding cast; (b) A small magnet was
placed inside the hole; (c) More liquid silicone rubber was
poured above the first layer to cover the small magnet.
FIGURE 2.3: The prototype of the Hall effect-based skin sensor.
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2.4 Sensor Characterization Method
Three experiments were conducted to understand the characteristics of the
sensor. This section explains the experimental setups and procedures that
were used during the tests.
2.4.1 Temperature Drift Test
This test studies the effect of thermal drift on the sensor reading. The skin
sensor was placed inside an oven along with a Sparkfun TMP102, which is
an I2C temperature sensor for measuring the temperature inside the oven
during the test. The MLX90393 chip also includes a temperature sensor. The
experiment started with the room temperature of 27◦ C, then the sensor was
heated up until the skin sensor reached 40◦ C. Afterwards, the oven was
turned off and the door of the oven was opened to let the temperature drop
to around 30◦ C. The temperature value and the skin sensor’s readouts were
recorded using Arduino Due, stored in an SD (secure digital) card.
2.4.2 Hysteresis Test
A viscoelastic material such as silicone can introduce hysteresis in the sen-
sor’s force measurements. To evaluate the hysteresis, the skin sensor was
placed on top of an acrylic platform table tilted 45 degrees in the y-axis di-
rection. The sensor was pushed for 5 min with a load of 1450 gf (the maxi-
mum load that the experimental setup can achieve). To perform this, a voice
coil motor (VM5050-190 from Geeplus), a linear bushing, an aluminum shaft
adapter, a six-axis force/torque (F/T) sensor (Nano 1.5/1.5 from BL Au-
totech) for monitoring the pushing force during the experiment, and a 30 x 30
mm acrylic push plate, which is used to push on the proposed sensor, were
utilized. The configuration for this test can be seen in Fig. 2.4. Two micro-
controllers were required due to the different input voltage of my sensor (3.3
V) and the F/T sensor (5 V). The data from both sensors were recorded into
the SD cards installed on Arduino Due and Uno with the synchronized sam-
pling rate of 100 Hz in my experiments (the maximum sampling rate of the
Hall effect sensor is about 240 Hz to measure all three axes). Finally, the voice
coil motor applied no force on the sensor for one minute, and afterwards the
acrylic push plate was retracted. The silicone is sticky, and therefore a force
in the minus z direction is recorded when the acrylic push plate is removed.
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FIGURE 2.4: Experiment setup used in this section. The right
side shows the addition of the adjustable angle tilt stage and
the angle push plate, in particular the 30-degree setup where
the stage is adjusted to 30 degrees and the 30-degree push plate
is used.
2.4.3 Load Test
To calibrate the sensor and to evaluate its capability of tri-axial force mea-
surement, two experiments were conducted. The first experiment was a nor-
mal force test where multiple magnitudes of normal force were applied on
the sensor’s top surface. In the second experiment, the sensor was pushed
with both normal and shear force in different angles and with different force
magnitudes.
The configuration for this experiment was similar to the hysteresis test. In
the normal force experiment, the skin sensor was mounted directly on the flat
and sturdy X-Y table. In the shear force experiment, the sensor was mounted
on an adjustable angle tilt stage (Fig. 2.4). This acrylic stage was fixed to
the X-Y table. The angle can be adjusted in three different positions that are
15, 30, and 45 degrees, and corresponding acrylic push plates with the same
angles were used.
In both the normal and shear force experiments, the sensor was pushed by
the voice coil motor with a stepwise force and its magnitude was increased
every 10 seconds. The applied force was ranging from approximately 70 gf
to 1450 gf. A Savitzky-Golay filter was utilized to filter all data (polynomial
order = 4, frame size = 21). I performed the normal force test and the shear
force tests with 15, 30, and 45 degree, in four directions (+/ x/y direction).
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2.5 Results
2.5.1 Thermal Drift Evaluation
From Fig. 2.5 it can be clearly seen that the Hall effect sensor measurements
change with the changing temperature, even though the temperature change
measured by the chip was slower than the external temperature. A possible
explanation for the change in the Hall effect measurements is an expansion
of the silicone packaging with higher temperature. The test also revealed
that the sensor reading in the z-axis was the most affected by the tempera-
ture change, but also the x-axis and y-axis measurements slightly changed;
a closer look reveals that the y-axis is more affected than the x-axis. This is
in accordance with the results presented in Section 2.5.3, which show that
changes in the z-axis also affect the x-axis and y-axis, which might be due to
a slightly misaligned magnet. The graph shows that the sensor changes are
proportional to the temperature change measured by the chip, meaning that
temperature compensation can possibly be performed.
A linear regression was conducted to find the coefficient k for calibrating
the sensor’s outputs. I selected a Huber robust model for this task. The
temperature compensation was calculated as follows:
Si,T = Si − ki × ∆ST (2.1)
where:
1. i is each axis of the skin sensor (x, y and z).
2. Si and Si,T are the skin sensor readout and compensated value, respec-
tively.
3. ∆ST is the temperature change measured by the MLX90393 built-in
temperature sensor.
To evaluate the temperature compensation performance, another test was
conducted. This time, the temperature was raised to 35◦ C. Fig. 2.6 shows a
comparison between the sensor’s readout before and after the compensation
was applied. A moving average of the temperature was used for the com-
pensation. After being compensated, the z-axis maximum value was around
600 digits (over a full scale of 65,500 digits), which corresponds to 120 g in my
experiments (contact size 30 x 30 mm). Further improvements are likely pos-
sible by employing a high-pass filter. Furthermore, small steps can be seen
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onSyandSz.Thecauseofthoseisnotclearandwilbefurtherinvestigated
infuturework.
FIGURE2.5:Theefectoftemperaturechangesonthesensor
measurement.
FIGURE2.6:Acomparisonbetweenthesensor’sreadoutbefore
andaftertemperaturecompensationwasapplied.Therightﬁg-
urealsoshowsthemovingaverageofthesensortemperature,
whichwasusedforcalibratingthesensor.
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2.5.2 Hysteresis Evaluation
As expected, there is hysteresis in the sensor measurements. In the result
presented in Fig. 2.7, it took about one minute for the sensor to reach its
quasi-static state, both while loading and unloading the sensor. The x-axis,
which was not loaded, showed only a minor drift. Please note that an optimal
soft material selection was not the focus of this study, and the hysteresis can
probably be reduced with different materials, for example closed-cell foams.
FIGURE 2.7: Hysteresis characteristics of the skin sensor.
2.5.3 Load Tests and Calibration
The results from the load test can be seen in Fig. 2.8. Fig. 2.8 a,b show
the Hall effect and reference force sensor readout, respectively, when only a
normal force is applied. Even though only normal force was applied, the Hall
effect sensor also detected a magnetic field change in the y-axis. A related
effect is also described in Section 2.5.1, and I suspect that the orientation of
the small magnet was not perfectly aligned with the sensor and caused this.
Furthermore, as silicone is soft but incompressible, forces in one axis can
cause movements in another direction, as the silicone moves away from the
pressure.
Fig. 2.8 c shows the Hall effect sensor response when a 45-degree shear
force is applied in the y-axis. Even though no force was applied in the x-axis,
as can be also seen from the measurements of the reference sensor in Fig. 2.8
d, the Hall effect sensor also detected a small magnetic field change in the
x-axis direction. Furthermore, the y-axis Hall effect sensor measurements
are bigger than the z-axis measurements, even though the force in the z-axis
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was bigger. Due to this cross-talk and different magnitude of the skin sensor
response, a calibration was performed.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 2.8: The sensor’s readout (a) and the corresponding
force from F/T sensor (b) when only normal force is applied;
The sensor’s readout (c) and the corresponding force from F/T
sensor (d) when 45-degree shear force is applied in the y-
direction.
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(a) (b)
(c)
FIGURE 2.9: (a) Normal force; (b) 45-degree (y-axis direction);
(c) 45-degree (x-axis direction) force calibration result. Sx,c, Sy,c
and Sz,c are the calibrated skin sensor measurements.
Different models were used to calculate the x, y and z forces from the
Hall effect sensor values, with the measurements of the six-axis F/T sensor
as the reference. To calculate the parameters for the calibration, datasets from
all angles were used. For the evaluation purpose, I used new datasets that
were not used for the calibration. Robust Huber regression was used (MAT-
LAB function LinearModel.fit); least squares regression performed nearly the
same as the robust Huber regression. A quadratic model performed better
than a linear model, as can be seen by higher R-square values in Table 2.1.
Also, a neural network (one hidden layer with 20 hidden units) was trained
with the same training data that I used for approximating the parameters of
the linear or quadratic equation. The neural network performed better for
the test case with only normal force, but overall the quadratic equation per-
formed best. The calibration result using the quadratic model is shown in
Fig. 2.9. The graphs show the comparison between the force detected using
the F/T sensor and the force calculated using the skin sensor. A good cor-
respondence between the measurements can be observed, with the biggest
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TABLE 2.1: R-squared value for the normal force and shear
force experiments.
Linear + Huber Quadratic + Huber FNN
Normal Force 0.8634 0.8925 0.9368
Shear 45 – y 0.8634 0.9418 0.8275
Shear 45 – x 0.9272 0.9744 0.9644
differences in the normal load case for the z-axis.
As a final evaluation, the minimum detectable load was evaluated. Rub-
ber weights with a diameter of about 1 cm were placed on the sensor and
it was found that a force of about 1 gf in the z-axis produced sensor mea-
surements that are higher than the observed noise of the sensor, as can be
seen in Fig. 2.10. The calibration is slightly incorrect in this case, showing a
measurement of 2 gf. This might be partially due to the different contact area
than that during the calibration. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the sensor
can already detect a 1 g weight.
FIGURE 2.10: The z-axis calibrated sensor measurements (Sz,c)
when a weight of 1 g (contact area of about 1 cm2) is placed on
the sensor at a time of around 2 s.
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2.6 Discussion
Asensorsimilartomysensorprototypewasintroducedin[56].The3DHal
efect-basedtactilesensorhadadiameterof15mm,anditwasclaimedthat
itwouldbepossibletoreduceitto10mm.Thesensorhaddigitaloutput
andtheadditionalyrequiredelectronicssuchasmicrocontrolertoreadthe
sensordataarealsosmal. However,theminimumthicknessofthesensor
wasnotmentioned.TheuSkinprototypepresentedinthischapterhasasize
of55mmx55mmx8mm,butispossibletoreducethesizetolessthan5
mmx5mmx4mm,whichwilbeproveninthenextchapters. Although
aratherbulkymicrocontrolerwasusedfortheexperiments,uSkincanbe
connectedtoanykindofmicrocontrolerthroughitsdigitalI2Cportwith-
outanyfurthersignalampliﬁcation. uSkinwilbeusedwithsmalsized
microcontrolersinlaterchapters. Thesigniﬁcantcontributiononthere-
searchpresentedinthischaptercomparedto[56]andotherrelatedworkis
thatamaturesensorcharacterizationfora3DHal-efectbasedtactilesensor
wasperformedfortheﬁrsttime.Thetestsinthischapterincludeobserving
thesensor’sbehaviorwhenthetemperaturechanges,investigatingthecross-
talkbetweeneachaxisduetotheincompressibilityofsiliconeandproposing
methodstoeliminateit,andconductinghysteresistests.
AlthoughtheconceptofusingtheMLX90393chiptodeveloptactilesen-
sorscouldbesuccessfulyimplemented,itisnotcertainthatthesensorswil
stilbeabletoworkproperlywhenthechipsandpermanentmagnetsaredis-
tributedinclosevicinitytoeachother,especialywithsubcentimeterspatial
density.Forexample,thepermanentmagnetscanatracteachotherorin-
terferewithneighboringHalefectsensors.Therefore,thesensors’behavior
whenmagnetsaredistributedwithsubcentimeterdensityneedstobeinves-
tigated.Chapter3wilintroduceuSkinwithdistributedsensingelementsas
welasitscharacterization.
2.7 Conclusion
ThischapterpresentedthedesignandcharacterizationofaHalefect–based
softskinsensor.
1.Asoft,3-axisskinsensorcanbemanufacturedinlow-costandefortless
way.
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2. The temperature test shows that the skin sensor’s readout in the z-axis
direction was the one mostly affected by temperature changes (2500
digits at 34◦ C). Using a built-in temperature sensor, drift compensation
was performed, reducing about 84% of the drift. Next, the hysteresis
was evaluated. The sensor requires about one minute to reach its quasi-
static state, both while loading and unloading the sensor. Indeed there
is hysteresis in the sensor measurements, which is to be expected due to
the use of silicone, which is a viscoelastic material. After the calibration
of the sensor, when applying varying amounts of normal and shear
force, the tests showed that the sensor can measure the components
of the force vector. However, it is still difficult to determine whether
the concept will work for a distributed sensing implementation at this
stage. Therefore, the next chapter will investigate further about this
issue.
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Chapter 3
uSkin with Distributed 3-axis
Sensing Elements
3.1 Background
In this chapter, uSkin that implements multi taxels will be introduced.
A good skin sensor should be able to cover not only a flat surface, but
also a multicurved surface. There are two models that have been developed
so far. The first one uses a rigid PCB for covering a flat area such as robot
phalanges. The other model is uSkin with a flexible PCB for covering multic-
urved surface such as fingertip. They were developed based on the shape of
the Allegro Hand, a commercially available robot hand from Wonik.
3.2 uSkin - Flat Module
3.2.1 Objective
In the previous chapter the prototype Hall effect sensor to measure a single 3-
axis force vector was introduced; the drift due to temperature and a compen-
sation algorithm using the integrated temperature sensor, minimal detectable
normal force, and 3-axis calibration were discussed. The current section in-
troduces sensor modules with 16 3-axis force vector measurements that are
ready for the integration in a robot hand and evaluates the distributed force
vector measurements.
In particular, the current section introduces distributed tactile sensors for
the flat phalanges of the Allegro hand. Each module is 26 mm long, 27 mm
wide and 4 mm high; each module can measure 16 force vectors with 16 3-
axis Hall effect sensors. The output of each module is digital and requires
only seven wires. The back of the sensor modules is flat so that they can be
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attached to the Allegro hand straightforwardly. The sensor modules incor-
porate silicone (2 mm – 3.5 mm thick, depending on the location); softness
for robot skin has been shown to be beneficial for safety and object handling.
Furthermore, in addition to the 16 force vector measurements, each module
also has eight 3-axis accelerometers and all 24 sensors also measure temper-
ature. Therefore, the modules also provide multimodal information. These
features expand the potential applications of this sensor for not only force
control, ensuring grasp stability and for tactile servoing, but also for classify-
ing the surface texture and enhanced tactile object recognition. This section
focuses on the Hall effect sensors to measure the distributed 3-axis force vec-
tor. Experiments were performed to evaluate the crosstalk of the Hall effect
sensors.
3.2.2 Sensor Description
(1) Design
In the previous chapter I developed the first prototype of a Hall effect
based skin sensor with a single MLX90393 chip and successfully detected
normal and shear forces. A single chip can provide 3-axis magnetic data
and temperature data. A small magnet is placed above the chip, and the
movement of the magnet can be acquired by measuring the magnetic field
change, which corresponds to the 3-axis force. For the integration into a robot
hand, especially for the purpose of in-hand manipulation, a distributed force
measurement is beneficial. For this reason, I improved the skin sensor by
developing a custom PCB mounted with 16 Hall effect sensor chips. The
chips were distributed within a 26 mm x 27 mm area, placed 4.7 mm apart
from each other as shown in Fig 3.1. 16 small magnets were embedded above
the chips. A deformable material such as silicone is necessary to create a layer
between the chip and the magnet. The MLX90393 has I2C fast mode protocol
(4-wire). Each chip has a 7-bit address, and the last 2 bits can be configured
by connecting the corresponding pin to either the power source or ground.
For this reason, one data line (SDA) can share four chips at the same time.
Four SDA lines are required to acquire force measurements from 16 chips.
One module has seven cables including VCC (+3.3 V), GND, SCL, and four
SDAs for communicating with a microcontroller. I used a multiplexer or I2C
splitter with PCA95448A from BitWizard connected to the Arduino Due’s
SDA port.
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FIGURE 3.1: Conceptual design for flat module.
(2) Manufacturing Process
Fig. 3.2 shows the manufacturing process for the distributed skin sen-
sor. First, the custom PCB with 16 MLX90393 chips was placed in the middle
of a molding cast. The guidance lid (Fig. 3.2 (a)) for making 16 holes was
placed on the top of it, ensuring the holes were placed in the center of each
chip. Afterwards, enough liquid silicone rubber was poured for the silicone
to cover all the PCB and touch the lid. After the silicone had cured, the lid
was removed, leaving 16 small holes. 16 small magnets were placed inside
the holes, floating about 1mm above the chips. The magnet for the current
implementation was neodymium (grade N50) with a 1.59 mm diameter and
a 0.53 mm thickness. It had an optimal pull of 226.8 g and 729 surface gauss.
After the magnets had been placed inside the holes, more liquid silicone rub-
ber was poured to cover the magnets with silicone. The overall thickness of
the silicone layer above the PCB is 3.5 mm. Considering the thickness of the
chip (1 mm) and the magnet, the silicone has a thickness of at least 2 mm.
The prototype of the proposed sensor can be seen in Fig. 3.3.
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FIGURE 3.2: The molding process. (a) Liquid silicone rubber
was poured into the molding cast. (b) 16 small magnets were
placed inside the hole. (c) Another layer of liquid silicone rub-
ber was poured above the magnets.
FIGURE 3.3: A distributed skin sensor embedded with 16
MLX90393 chips, providing 48 force data in total.
Ecoflex Supersoft 00-30 was used as the soft material. With a shore hard-
ness of 00-30 this silicone is softer than human skin. Different materials with
different hardness could be used to tune the sensor parameters, for example
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to increase the sensitivity or increase the range. However, for this version of
the sensor I did not optimize the material. Ecoflex 00-30 provided reasonable
results regarding sensitivity and range, considering the possible application
of grasping everyday objects, which are often less than 1 kg.
Moreover, compliant skin contributes to robust object handling and safety,
as the force gets distributed over a wider area and impact forces are absorbed.
At the same time, softness causes problems for the sensor characteristics,
in particular it often leads to severe hysteresis in the sensor measurements.
Therefore, I chose a soft material on purpose, to benefit from its softness for
object handling and to be able to evaluate its negative effects for the sensor
characteristics. Ecoflex 00-30 was the softest material that I had available and
provided reasonable results. In particular, Ecoflex 00-10 is even softer, but
even after curing an oily film remains on its surface.
(3) Integration in the robot hand
The sensor modules fit on the motors that constitute the phalanges of the
fingers of the Allegro hand, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Another silicone mold
compared to the one shown in the last section was used to create the sili-
cone shown in Fig. 3.4, which surrounds the fingers of the Allegro hand.
The thickness of the sensor module including a 0.5 mm thick PCB is 4 mm.
The connections between the finger phalanges have to be made 4 mm longer
than in the original hand in order for the fingers being able to bend without
touching the sensors, thereby extending the length of the finger 12mm in to-
tal. Finally, while for the current experiments I use rather bulky electronics
to collect the I2C measurements, small sized microcontrollers are available;
for example, the microcontroller board used for the skin sensors in iCub is
about 26x18x6 mm big, can collect measurements from four I2C buses, and
is connected on a daisy chain CAN bus.
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FIGURE 3.4: An Allegro Hand integrated with my proposed
sensors (middle) and covered with skins (top).
Since a servo motor is installed in each joint, I considered that the mag-
netic field from the motor may interfere with the skin sensor readout. How-
ever, after conducting a test by activating the servo motors while the skin
sensor was mounted, the result revealed that there was no magnetic field in-
terference. The skin sensor reading was not affected by the rotation of the
motor.
3.2.3 Evaluation Method
Three experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the skin
sensor. In the first experiment the measurement of normal and shear force
is tested; the second experiment investigates the crosstalk between the chips.
In the third test I repeatedly push the sensor, to test it stability. SDA 1 was
selected for the experiments, see Fig. 4.3.
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FIGURE3.5:SDAbusandchipIDassignmentfortheskinsen-
sor.SDA1wasselectedfortheexperiments.
(1)ExperimentalSetup
Fig.3.6showsthetestsetup.Thetestsetupconsistsofacurrentcon-
troled(withoutforcefeedback)voicecoilmotor(VM5050-190fromGeeplus)
toapplynormalforce,alinearbushing,analuminumshaftadapter,a6-axis
force/torque(F/T)sensor(Nano1.5/1.5fromBLAutotech)formonitoring
thepushingforce,anda12x12mm3Dprintedpushplatewithaﬂatsurface.
TheloadlimitfortheF/Tsensoris15Nforthex,yandzaxis,respectively.
Therefore,inmyexperimentsthemaximumloadappliedperaxisiskept
below15N.Theorientationoftheskinsensorwasﬁneadjustedwithatilt
stagetoachieveaparalelcontactwiththepushplate.IusedanLMD18245
fromTexasInstrumentforchangingtheloadforcebycontrolingthecurrent
tothevoicecoilmotor.TheF/Tsensorandmysensorrequired5Vand3.3V
supplyvoltage,respectively.Forthisreason,Iusedtwomicrocontrolers,Ar-
duinoUnoandDue.Theyweresynchronized,andbothdatawererecorded
onSDcardswithasamplingrateof40Hz.Theskinsensorwasmountedon
asturdyX-Ytable;thepositionwheretoapplytheforcecanbeadjustedwith
theX-Ytable;alsoshearforcecanbeappliedbymovingtheX-Ytableafter
aninitialcontactwiththepushplate.Unﬁlteredsensordatawasusedforal
experimentsandisshownintheplots.
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FIGURE3.6:Experimentsetupusedinthissection.
(2)SensorMeasurementsbeforeCalibration
Fig.3.7showstheresultoftheloadtestwhenanormalforcewasapplied
centeredaboveasensor.Beforethecalibration,asshowninFig.3.7(a),my
skinsensorshowssomedisplacementsinthex-axis(Sx,markedasblue)and
y-axis(Sy,markedasgreen)eventhoughonlynormalforcewasapplied,see
Fig.3.7(b). Apossiblereasonforthisisthattheplacementofthemagnet
wasnotperfectlycentered,andduetotheincompressibilityofthesilicone,
causingasmalsidewarddisplacementofthemagnetifitisnotperfectly
centeredinitialy.IdiscoveredasimilarsituationinFig.3.7(c)and(d),which
showscombinedshearandnormalforce.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 3.7: The sensor’s readout (a) and the corresponding
force from the F/T sensor (b) when shear force is applied (sen-
sor 3 SDA1).
(3) Calibration
Load was applied to the sensor by stepwise increasing and subsequently
decreasing the force on a single chip. The sensor was calibrated with data
when applying force only in the x, y or z axis, respectively. In particular,
three kinds of force (normal, shear in the x-axis, and shear in y-axis) were
applied on the top of each sensor once each, resulting in three time series
data to calibrate each Hall effect sensor. When applying force only in the z-
axis, each step lasted 5 s and the force was changed by changing the reference
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voltage of the LMD18245 in steps of 0.27 V. In total 21 steps were performed
for increasing and decreasing the force, and at step 11 the maximum force
of around 14 N was achieved. When applying force in either the x or y axis,
each step lasted 6 seconds; a longer time interval was chosen because the
force was applied manually by moving the X-Y table, which requires about 1
s. For each step, the X-Y table was moved 0.5 mm by turning the fine adjuster
knob of the X-Y table. Overall, 10 steps were performed. Each taxel was
calibrated independently. I used the MATLAB Curve Fitting ToolboxTM, and
a quadratic model with a robust Huber regression for calibrating the sensor.
I removed 15 samples before and after each load change to clean the dataset
from unwanted transient signals. I found that the prediction performance for
test data increased when cleaning the training data in such a way. For each
chip, all 3 sensor measurements are used to calculate each force in the x, y
and z-axis, therefore 6 parameters for each axis have to be calculated for each
chip.
(4) Crosstalk Test
To evaluate the magnetic field interference that can affect another Hall
effect sensor measurement while one chip is being pushed, a crosstalk test
was conducted. Bus no. 1 was selected for this experiment. A 14 N load
was applied every 1.175 mm (a fourth of the distance between two chips) in
the x-axis, starting from -4.7 mm away from the center of chip no. 1. The
force was applied for around 10 seconds for each position; I waited sufficient
between pushing at different positions to avoid the effect of hysteresis on this
experiment. Twenty positions were recorded in total. Afterward, the mean
value of the force was calculated.
(5) Repetitive Test
To evaluate the sensor reliability, I conducted a repetitive test. In this test,
I repeatedly applied a normal force of 9.8 N on top of the sensor (Chip ID 4)
for 1 second and retracted the pusher for 5 seconds in five cycles.
3.2.4 Results
(1) Calibration Result
For testing, I used data that was not used for calculating the calibration
parameters. Fig. 3.8 shows a representative result when only normal force
was applied, while Fig. 3.9 displays the calibrated sensor measurements
when also shear forces in the x-axis and y-axis were applied, respectively.
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For Fig. 3.9, the load was changed every 6 seconds: first the z-load was au-
tomatically changed every 6 seconds, and immediately afterwards for each
step the shear force was changed manually. The figures compare the mean
force measured by the F/T sensor to the mean value of the calibrated skin
sensor in the x, y, and z-axis, respectively, for every step. Also the standard
deviation (SD) for the skin sensor for each step is shown. Fig. 3.10 presents a
zoom on the x-axis and shows that the sensor is sensitive also to low forces.
FIGURE 3.8: A calibrated sensor response when normal force
applied (chip 3 SDA1).
FIGURE 3.9: A calibrated sensor response when the normal and
shear force applied (chip 4 on SDA1).
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FIGURE 3.10: A calibrated sensor response when the shear
force applied. (Sensor 4 on SDA1, x-axis only).
The calibrated skin sensor readout displays a similar value as the F/T
sensor readout. This result verifies that the skin sensor can measure normal
and shear forces. The R-squared values from the calibration results can be
seen in Table 3.1. R-squared value represents how close the data are to the
fitted regression line. The hysteresis of the normal force load test was 5.29%,
calculated using equation (3.1).
Hysteresis % =
∣∣∣∣ (Fmu − Fml)(Fmax − Fmin)
∣∣∣∣× 100% (3.1)
Fml and Fmu are the calibrated skin force values (linear interpolation of the
nearest neighbors) of the loading and unloading cycles, respectively, taken at
the midpoint force of (14 N – 0 N)/2 = 7 N. Fmin was the minimally measured
average force and Fmax the maximum measured average force.
(2) Crosstalk Evaluation Force was applied at 20 locations. Chip no. 1, 2,
3, and 4 are marked in red, blue, green, and yellow, respectively. Fig. 3.11
shows the average force value of each chip in all positions. The location of
the chip no. 1, 2, 3, and 4 is at 4.7 mm, 9.4 mm, 14.1 mm, and 18.8 mm,
respectively. It can be seen that the force in z-axis increases when the con-
tact location is closer to the magnet. In contrast, the detected force becomes
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TABLE 3.1: R-squared value for the normal force and shear
force experiments.
Linear + Huber Quadratic + Huber
Normal Force 0.9211 0.9867
Shear in x-axis 0.5286 0.9723
Shear in y-axis 0.5105 0.9836
weaker with increasing distance to the contact location. This result demon-
strates that my proposed skin sensor can detect the force contact location.
FIGURE 3.11: The average force value of individual sensor on
all positions.
At certain points, the force was measured as a negative value. It hap-
pened when the silicone material was pressed next to the corresponding
magnet. This and the sensor measurements in the x-axis are probably due
to the fact that the silicone is incompressible. Interestingly, the distance of
the two peaks in the negative z-axis corresponds to the size of the pusher
plate (12mm).
Chip no. 1 is slightly more sensitive in the negative z-axis direction and
the chip no. 2 more sensitive in the positive z-axis direction, but overall all 4
chips show a similar response pattern. The sensor calibration was performed
with less data than in the previous section (for each taxel with only 3 time
series, similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3.7 (a) and (c)), and can probably be
improved with more data.
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(3)RepetitiveEvaluationThecalibratedsensoroutputisshowninFig.3.12.
Theresultshowsthattheskinsensorcanreproduceasimilaroutputduring
the5cycles.Thegraphalsoshowsthattheskinsensoraccumulatedaround
0.49Nloadduetothehysteresisefectofthesilicone.
FIGURE3.12:Repetitivetestsignaloutput(chip3SDA1).
3.2.5 Discussion
Adistributed3DHalEfect-basedskinsensorwasproposedin[60],[65].
ThesensorrequiredfourseparateHalsensingelementsandadometomea-
surenormalandshearforces.Duetothedomesize,aminimumsizeof13.8
mmdiameterx8mmheightwasrequiredinordertomeasure1forcevec-
tor.Asaresult,thesensorcouldnotachieveasubcentimeter(lessthan1cm)
spatialdensity.Theminimumandmaximumdetectablenormalforcewere
0.094N(9.5gf)and0.147N(14.9gf),respectively. Meanwhile,uSkinuses
onlyasingleHalEfectsensorchiptomeasurenormalandshearforces,and
isthereforecapabletomeasure1forcevectorwithinasizeoflessthan5mm
x5mmx4mm.Inparticular,thesensorshadacenter-to-centerdistanceof
4.7mm,andathicknessof4mm.uSkinalsohasawideforcemeasurement
range,0.01N(1gf)-14N(1400gf),thereforebeingmoresensitiveandpos-
sessingawiderrangeatthesametime.Furthermore,while[60],[65]imple-
menteddistributedsensing,therewasnodiscussionabouttheefectcaused
byplacingpermanentmagnetscloselysidebyside.Theworkinthischapter
investigatesthisefectfortheﬁrsttimefordistributed3DHalEfect-based
skinsensors.
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Like in a human, robot fingers often have a curved shape. Therefore, a
skin sensor that can cover not only flat surfaces but also a multi-curved sur-
face is demanded. A solution could be to use a flexible PCB instead of a rigid
one. To test the validity, Section 3.3 will introduce the design, manufactur-
ing process, and the characterizations method for a curved, soft, distributed
3-axis Hall Effect-based skin sensor.
Moreover, crosstalk between the 3-axis measurements was found due to
the incompressibility of silicone. Possible sources of this problem are bulk sil-
icone structure or imprecise alignment of the magnet with the sensor. A bulk
structure was used for this version of the skin sensor, meaning that there is
no air gap or room for compression. As a result, the permanent magnet used
for changing the magnetic field surrounding the chip was displaced to side-
ways in an uncontrollable way. Another possible cause is the magnet that
is tilted. Although a calibration process can eliminate this effect, more time
will be required for calibrating a high-density sensor. For this reason, the cal-
ibration process is preferred to be avoided if possible. However, providing
training data with crosstalk information will lead to inaccuracy. For a ma-
chine learning implementation, this data will more likely severe the training
result. Therefore, the crosstalk effect between 3-axis measurement should
be eliminated by improving the hardware itself, the soft structure (silicone
layer) in this case. The improved structure for eliminating crosstalk effect
and easier magnets assembly will be introduced in Section 3.4.
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3.3 uSkin-CurvedModule
ThissectiondiscussesuSkin’simplementationformulti-curvedﬁngertips.
TheexperimentalresultsrevealedthatuSkinhas10%hysteresisforthenor-
malforcewithamaximumrangeof6N.For0.4Nload,theSignaltoNoise
Ratio(SNR)valueof54dBwasachieved,whichconstitutesstateoftheart
forthiskindofsensors.Evaluationexperimentsalsorevealedthatthedis-
tributed3-axisloadcelscouldproducevectorsthatrepresentthecontourof
objects.Thisresultopensthepossibilitythatthesensorcanbeusedforclas-
sifyingdiferentshapes.Furthermore,theﬁngertipsensorwasinstaledon
theAlegrohand,andthechangingforcemeasurementswhentherobotis
graspinganobjectarepresentedinChapter4.3.Relatedtothissection,Wai
Keat Wongmadethe3Dshapeoftheﬁngertipanddesignedaﬁrstversion
ofthePCBundermysupervision.HecolecteddataandIanalyzedit.
3.3.1 Objective
Fingertipshaveamulticurvedshapewhichisdifﬁculttocoverwithtactile
skinsensors,butﬁngertipsareespecialyimportantforﬁnemanipulation.
Forexample,ﬁngertipsareespecialyrelevantduringmanipulatingasmal
object[35].Aclearshortcomingofmypreviousworkwasthatitwasapplied
onlytoﬂatsurfaces,butmulticurvedﬁngertipsarebeneﬁcial[4].Ingeneral,
manysoftskinsensorscanbeimplementedforaﬂatorcylindricalsurface,
butonlyafewofthemcanbeutilizedtocoveramulticurvedsurface[35][49].
ThecurrentsectionwilintroduceuSkinfortheAlegrohand’sﬁngertip.The
dimensionoftheﬁngertipincludingthesiliconeskiniswithin30x35x28mm;
eachﬁngertipcanmeasure24forcevectorswith243-axisHal-efectsensors
(MLX90393).Additionaly,eachsensoralsoprovidestemperaturemeasure-
ments.Anintegralpartoftheskinsensoris4mmthicksilicone.Theoutput
ofeachmoduleisdigitalandrequiresonlyninewireswhileproviding24x4
(3-axismagneticﬁeldandonetemperature)data.Therefore,uSkincanbe
connectedtoamicrocontrolerdirectlythroughI2C(Inter-IntegratedCircuit)
protocolwithoutneedingtoamplifythesignalﬁrst. Mycurrentdesignis
basedontheAlegroHand’sshapeandsize.However,ingeneral,theshape
ofuSkincanbeconﬁguredaccordingtovariousrobothandforms.Tosum-
marize,themaincontributionsoftheworkinthissection,bothwithrespect
tomypreviouslypublisheddesignandwithrespecttotheliterature,isthat
Icancovermulticurvedsurfaces.
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3.3.2 Sensor Description
In this section the structure and the manufacturing process of uSkin will be
described. The whole production process is fast and effortless.
(1) Design
FIGURE 3.13: Conceptual design of uSkin for a fingertip.
Adopting the same concept introduced in the previous chapter, I designed
a new fingertip sensor with the structure that can be seen in Fig. 4.2. Here,
I am using 24 MLX90393 chips mounted on a flexible PCB (Printed Circuit
Board) (Fig. 3.14). Each MLX90393 chip can provide 3-axis magnetic data
and 1 temperature data. A single chip has a 7-bit I2C address where the last
2 bit can be configured by connecting two of the chip’s pins to either supply
voltage (VDD) or ground (VSS). As a result, one I2C bus segment (SDA) can
handle four chips at the same time. my fingertip sensor has nine electrical
lines in total (VDD, VSS, SCL (clock), and 6 SDAs) for transferring 96 (24 x
(3+1)) measurement data.
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FIGURE3.14:AﬂexiblePCBatachedtothe3Dprintedﬁnger-
tip.
(2) ManufacturingProcess
Themanufacturingprocesswasdividedintotwosteps.Iproducedthe
ﬁngertipbasedonthesameshapethatwaspreviouslyintroducedin[3].
(i)ElectronicsSincetheﬁngertipdoesnothaveaﬂatsurface,Iuseaﬂexible
PCBthatcanconformtothecontourofthesurface.A3DmodelofthePCB
wasdesignedinSolidWorksaccordingtotheshapeoftheﬁngertip.Later,
themodelwasﬂatenedproducingaﬂatﬂexiblePCBasinFig.3.14(left).
Afteralchipsandcableshadbeensoldered,theﬂexiblePCBwasgluedto
the3Dprintedﬁngertip(Fig.3.14(right).
(i)SiliconeskinFirst,Imanufacturedthesiliconemoldusinga3Dprinter.
Liquidsiliconerubberwaspouredintothemoldingcast,andthenthehole
makerforplacingmagnetswasinserted.Afterthesiliconeskincompletely
cured,Iremoveditfromthemoldingcastandplacedal24magnetsin-
sidetheholes.Theorientationwasconﬁguredsothatthesouthpoleofthe
magnetsfacesthechips.Themagnetsforthecurrentimplementationwere
neodymium(gradeN50)witha1.59mmdiameteranda0.53mmthickness.
Ithadanoptimalpulof226.8gand729surfacegauss.Next,theskinwith
embeddedmagnetswasplacedintoanothermoldingcast,andmoreliquid
siliconerubberwaspouredtoembedalofthemagnets.Fig3.15.showsthe
completemanufacturingprocessoftheuSkinﬁngertipsilicone.
ThematerialusedwasEcoﬂexSupersoftwithshorehardness00-50from
Smooth-On.IalsotriedEcoﬂex30,butthematerialwastoosoft. Asoft
sensorcanprovidemoresensitivity,however,themaximumrangethatcan
bemeasuredwilbereducedasatrade-of.Inmycase,withEcoﬂex30only
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FIGURE 3.15: Fingertip molding (a) Liquid silicone rubber was
poured, and the hole maker was placed. (b) 24 small magnets
were placed inside the holes. (c) Magnets were covered with
another layer of silicone.
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FIGURE3.16:AlegrohandcoveredwithuSkinonitsﬁngertip,
phalanges,andpalm.
5NwasneededtosaturatetheHal-efectsensor.Therefore,Ecoﬂex50was
purposelychosentoprovidemorerange.
Finaly,Icoveredthepreviouslymade3Dprintedﬁngertipincludingthe
PCBwiththesiliconeskinandthenmountedittotheAlegroHandasin
Fig.3.16.Theﬁgurealsoshowstheskinforﬂatphalangesthathasbeen
presentedin[66].
3.3.3 EvaluationMethod
SeveralexperimentswereconductedtoestimateuSkin’sperformance.The
ﬁrstexperimentisaboutcalibratingandevaluatingthesensor’scharacter-
istics.AsuSkinhasmultiplesensingpointsdistributedin24diferentloca-
tions,Ipresumedthatthissensorcanbeusedforidentifyingobjectshapes.I
testedthedistributedsensingandcrosstalkresponse.Finaly,Ievaluatedthe
sensorresponsewhilegraspingobjectsinSection4.3.
(1)ExperimentalSetup
TheoveraltestsetupusedinthissectioncanbeseeninFig.3.28.Acur-
rentcontroledvoicecoilmotorwithoutforcefeedback(VM5050-190from
Geeplus)wasutilizedtoapplyvaryingforcetotheskinsensor.Theload
forcecanbechangedbycontrolingthecurrentofthevoicecoilmotorus-
ingaful-bridgemotordriver(LMD18245fromTexasInstruments).A6-axis
force/torque(F/T)sensor(Nano1.5/1.5fromBLAutotech)isusedformoni-
toringtheamountofappliedforce.Themaximumforcethatcanbemeasured
bythissensorisaround14Nforthex,y,andz-axis.However,themaximum
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FIGURE3.17:Testsetupusedinthissection.
forcevalueappliedinthisexperimentwaslimitedtoonlyaround6N.The
currentﬁngertipstructurehasahighersensitivitythantheonepreviously
made(uSkinforphalangescanmeasureupto14N[66]). Applyingmore
than7Ncausessaturation.A3DprintedpushplatewasatachedtotheF/T
sensor.Iuseddiferentshapesdependingonthetask.Forthenormaland
shearforcecalibrationtask,Iusedaﬂatpusherwitha12x12mmsquarecon-
tactarea.Fortheshaperecognitiontask,Iusedfourdiferentshapes(5x35
mmrectangle,15x15mmsquare,10mmdiametercircle,and7x7mmsquare).
TheNano1.5/1.5requires5Vsupplyvoltagetooperate. Meanwhile,
uSkinrequires3.3V.Becauseoftheserequirements,IusedoneArduinoUno
forrecordingtheF/TsensormeasurementsandoneArduinoDueforrecord-
inguSkinsensormeasurements.TheArduino’sweresynchronized,andboth
datawererecordedonmemorycardsforofﬂineanalysis.
Eachloadcel(MLX90393)hasasamplingratethatcanbeconﬁguredup
toaround500Hz.AsuSkinrequires6data(SDA)linestoreadal measure-
ments,IusedanI2Cmultiplexer(TCA9548AfromAdafruit)connectedtoa
singleSDApinofanArduinoDue.
TheﬁngertipwiththeskinsensorwasﬁxedonasturdyX-Ytable;the
positionwheretoapplytheforcecanbeadjustedwiththeX-Ytable;also
shearforcecanbeappliedbymovingtheX-Ytableafteraninitialcontact
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FIGURE 3.18: SDA and chip placement.
with the push plate. The sensor was mounted on a tiltable platform so that
the voice coil motor applied perpendicular force to the skin surface.
The average of 1 s of each measurement when the sensor was not pushed
was used as the baseline and subtracted from the measurements. Otherwise,
unfiltered sensor data was used for all experiments and is shown in the plots.
(2) Calibration
The sensor was calibrated with uSkin measurements as the input and ref-
erence sensor measurements as the target when applying force only in the
x, y or z-axis, respectively. In particular, three kinds of force (normal, shear
in the x-axis, and shear in y-axis) were applied on the top of each load cell,
resulting in three time series data to calibrate each Hall effect sensor. For the
normal force, each load cell was pushed for 4 seconds, then the pusher was
retracted (no force applied) for 1 minute to ensure that the silicone skin had
properly returned to its initial state before higher force was applied. Four
different normal forces were applied to each load cell, of around 3 N (the
voice coil motor has limitations for the lowest forces it can produce), 4 N, 5
N and 6 N. Five samples before and after each load change were removed to
clean the training dataset from unwanted transient signals. By conducting
in such a way, I found that the prediction performance for test data can be
increased. For the shear forces, I applied a constant 3 N force in the z-axis.
To apply a shear force, I manually moved the X-Y table while the sensor was
being pushed. I used a metronome to guide the timing. Every 4 seconds the
fine adjuster knob was turned resulting in a 0.2 mm displacement either in
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xory-directionfromthecenteroftheloadcel. Afterfourstepshadbeen
performedthepusherwasretracted.
Inpreviouswork,Ifoundthatcalibratingmysensorwithaquadratic
modelandHuberrobustoptioncangiveabeterpredictionperformance
comparedtolinearregressionorwhenusinganeuralnetwork.Forthisrea-
son,Ialsocalibratedtheﬁngertiploadcelsusingthesamemethod.Foreach
chip,althreesensormeasurementsareusedtocalculateeachforceinthex,
y,andz-axis.Nineparametersforeachaxishavetobecalculatedusingthis
formula:
Sj,c=aSx+bSy+cSz+dSx∗Sy+
eSx∗Sz+fSy∗Sz+gS2x+hS2y+iS2z
(3.2)
Here,Sj,cisthecalibratedsensoroutputofaxisj(x,y,orz).Sx,Sy,and
Szarepre-calibratedskinsensormoduleoutputsindigits.atoiarethecali-
brationparameters.TheseparameterswerecalculatedinMATLABusingthe
Statistics&MachineLearningToolbox.
(3)Signaltonoiseratiomodeling
Inthisexperiment,Iusedthecalibratedsensoroutputofthez-axisfrom
theprevioussectiontocalculateitsSNR(signaltonoiseratio)value.The
calculationcanbedoneusingequation3.3or3.4[71].
SNR=|µU−µp|σu (3.3)
SNRdB=20log10
|µU−µp|
σu dB (3.4)
Intheseequations,µUisthemeanvalueoftheuSkinmeasurementswhen
notloaded,µpistheaverageuSkinmeasurementwhenloaded,andσuisthe
standarddeviationvaluewhennotloaded.AlSNRvalueswereﬁtedusing
aMATLABCurveFitingToolboxtocreateanSNRmodel.Iusedatwo-term
exponentialmodelwithabisquarerobustoption.Ifoundthatthismodelcan
giveabeterﬁtingcomparedtothepolynomialmodel.
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3.3.4 Results
(1) Sensor Measurements Before Calibration
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FIGURE 3.19: uSkin’s readout and the corresponding force
from F/T sensor when only the normal force is applied (S =
sensor, F = reference sensor).
When only normal force was applied on the top of uSkin, there were also
some magnet displacements in the x-axis and y-axis (details of the orienta-
tion can be seen in Fig. 4.3). This can be seen by comparing the Hall effect
sensor response (SDA 1 chip 2) to the reference sensor (Fig. 3.19). It can be
seen that there was no force in the y-axis in the F/T sensor (Fy, marked as
green). However, a magnet displacement was measured in this axis in uSkin
(Sy, marked as green). This problem happened most likely because of the
magnet placement which is not perfectly centered, or due to the incompress-
ibility of the silicone material. For this reason, uSkin needs to be calibrated.
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(2) Response time
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FIGURE 3.20: Closer look of the response time.
The sensor’s response time can be seen in Fig. 3.20. The graph shows
that uSkin can give a response in two time steps (66 ms) after it received an
impact force. The sensor requires about one second to achieve its level state.
(3) Calibration and hysteresis
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FIGURE 3.21: Calibrated sensor response when normal force is
applied.
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FIGURE 3.22: Calibrated sensor response when shear force is
applied (x-axis only).
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FIGURE 3.23: Calibrated sensor response when shear force is
applied (y-axis only).
The normal force test data was prepared as follows. In the first four sec-
onds, the pusher was in a retracted position (no load force). In the next four
seconds, the pusher was released, touching the surface of the uSkin. After-
wards, every four seconds, using a stepwise force, I increased the load four
times and then decreased again four times. Finally, the force was unloaded
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(onlytouchingthesurface)forfoursecondsandthenthepusherwasre-
tracted.Intotal,therewere11steps.Theinputoutputgraphofthecalibrated
skinsensorcanbeseeninFig.3.21.Sx,c,Sy,c,andSz,carethecalibratedskin
sensoroutputsinx,y,andz-axis,respectively.Likeintheprevioussections,
Iusedchip2onSDA1(seeFig.4.3).SDisthestandarddeviationandshown
inblackforeasiervisibility.Itcanbeseenthatthecalibratedsensormeasure-
mentscorrespondtothereferencesensor.Ifoundthatwhentherewasno
loadforceunderastaticcondition(thesensordidnotmove),thesensorout-
putvariedintherangeof±0.02Noraround2gf(gram-force).Therefore,
thisisthethresholdvalueofmycurrentsensor.Furthermore,usingequation
3.7,Ifoundthatthehysteresisofmysensorduringthenormalforceloadwas
10%.
Hysteresis%= (Fmu−Fml)(Fmax−Fmin)×100% (3.5)
FmlandFmuarethecalibratedskinforcevalues(linearinterpolationofthe
nearestneighbors)oftheloadingandunloadingcycles,respectively,takenat
themidpointforceof(6.3N-0N)/2=3.15N.Fminwastheminimummea-
suredaverageforce(0N)andFmaxthemaximummeasuredaverageforce
(6.3N)bythereferencesensor.
Fortheshearforcestestdata,Iusedasimilarmethodasforthetraining
setpreparation.However,afterfourstepsdisplacingthechipfromthecenter
ofthepusher,Ialsounloadtheshearforcebystepwisereturningthesensor
toitsinitialposition.Theshearforcestestresultsforx-axisandy-axiscanbe
seeninFig.3.22andFig.3.23,respectively.Icanseefromthegraphthatthe
skinsensorforceintheenddidnotreturntozero.Thisoccurredmostlikely
becauseofthehysteresisefect.Tomitigatethis,aspecialcompensationis
required.Inthefuture,IwilalsouseamotorizedX-Ytabletomakethe
timingandmovementsmoreprecise.
(4)Signaltonoiseratio
Fig.3.24showstheSNRmodeloftheuSkinﬁngertip. Here,theﬁrst
pointrepresentstheforceproducedbytheweightofthepusher(noload
forcefromthevoicecoilmotor).Thesecondpointistheminimumloadforce
thatthevoicecoilmotorcanproduce.Therefore,thereisnodatainbetween
thesetwovalues.TheSNRvaluewashighercomparedtomypreviouswork
[72].InTable3.2,theSNRvaluesofuSkinfortheﬂat(i.e. mypreviously
publisheddesign[66])andcurved(i.e.ﬁngertip,mynewdesignintroduced
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FIGURE 3.24: SNR model of the uSkin for a fingertip.
in this section) phalange are provided. The SNR value of the phalange skin
was calculated using its corresponding SNR model.
TABLE 3.2: SNR comparison value.
Force (N) SNR (dB)
Curved (fingertip) Flat
0.43 54.66 29.41
2.55 70.02 52.50
3.65 73.14 54.39
4.86 75.63 55.61
6.17 77.70 56.57
(5) Visualization and crosstalk
In the previous section, I showed that a load cell of uSkin can measure a
three-dimensional force vector. Here, I visualize the response vectors when
the fingertip was pressed by an object with a specific shape and various load
forces. The pusher was placed centered above chip no. 3 SDA 1. As the
pusher only covers an area in SDA 1, 4, and 5 (Fig. 4.3), I only plot the mea-
surements from these chips. The sensor was pushed perpendicularly to the
skin surface with stepwise force from around 0.5 N to 6.3 N. The resulting
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FIGURE 3.25: Response vectors when different shapes and
forces are applied on the sensor. The colors of the vectors cor-
respond to the SDAs shown in Fig. 4.3.
ten measurement vectors for each chip are shown in Fig. 3.25. The colors of
the vectors correspond to the SDAs shown in Fig. 4.3. I used different scaling
to plot the vector arrows. For the 5x35 mm rectangular and 15x5 mm square
shapes, the output of chip no. 2-4 SDA 1 were scaled down with 1/8 ratio.
For the round and 7x7 mm rectangular shapes, only the output of chip no. 3
SDA 1 was scaled down with 1/8 ratio. This is necessary to provide a clear
visualization as the pressures produced by pushers with smaller contact area
were higher. For the 5x35 mm rectangular shape, I can see that chip no. 2-4
on SDA 1 produced the most significant response. The response in chip no.
1 is low most likely because of the curved fingertip shape. Due to the curva-
ture of the fingertip, the pusher could not displace the magnet above chip no.
1. I can also see that SDA 4 and 5 measured low force vectors (red and green
arrows). Overall, the crosstalk effect produced from the magnetic field inter-
ference seems minimal and to not affect the performance of the sensor. The
15x15 mm square shape has a lower response because it has a larger contact
area compared to the rectangular shape. As for the round shape, I can see
that only chip no. 3 has a positive response. The vector arrows of chip no.
2 and 4 became negative because of the silicone skin that was being pushed
upwards. If I compare the response of the round and 7x7 mm square shapes,
there appears to be little difference. This makes sense as they have a similar
shape and the size of the pusher is less than the distance between chip no. 2
and 4. A higher spatial density would be required to easily detect the shape
of a small sized object. In conclusion, uSkin can provide force vector data that
might be used for tactile object recognition. However, the minimum shape
size that can be detected is limited by the distance of each load cell (in this
case 6 mm between each chip in the same SDA line and 10 mm between SDA
lines).
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3.3.5 Discussion
Mostofdistributed3-axissoftskinsensorscanalreadycoverﬂatsurfaces
[61],[65]. However,coveringmulticurvedsurfacesisstilchalengingwith
thesesensorsasaﬂatsurfaceisrequiredtomaketheirsensingprinciple
works.Incontrast,distributedsoftskinsensorsthatcancovermulticurve
surfaceusualycanonlymeasurenormalforce[49].Inthissection,uSkin
provesthatitssensingprinciplecanbeusedfornotonlycoveringaﬂatsur-
face,butalsoamulticurvedsurfacesuchasaﬁngertip.Althoughoneﬁnger-
tipcanprovide24x3-axisforcemeasurements,bulkyelectronicssuchasa
microcontroler,amultiplexer,andamassivenumberofwiresarerequired
toreadalskinsensordatasimultaneously.Itmakestheoveralsystembe-
comesunrealisticfortherealimplementationonrobots.Moreover,thesam-
plingrateislimitedtoonly30Hz,lowerthanmostskinsensorsingeneral,
especialyforadexterousmanipulationpurpose. Atthispoint,asoft,dis-
tributed,3-axisskinsensorcanbeachieved.But,itisnotfulycompactyet.
Asasolution,smalsizedmicrocontrolersareavailable;forexample,the
microcontrolerboardusedfortheskinsensorsiniCubisabout26x18x6mm
big,cancolectmeasurementsfromfourI2Cbuses,andisconnectedona
daisychainCAN(ControlerAreaNetwork)bus[49][73].Itcansigniﬁcantly
reducethenumberofwiring.AsimilarsystemwilbeimplementedinSec-
tion3.4sothatcoveringawholehandwithminimalwiringcanbeachieved.
Asthecurrentdesignalsoimplementsbulkstructure,thecrosstalkproblem
remainsunsolved.Thesolutionforthiswilbeintroducedinthenextsection.
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3.4 Improved Structure and Compact Electronics
In Chapter 3.2 I introduced uSkin, a soft skin with distributed 3-axis force
sensitive elements, and a center-to-center distance between the 3-axis load
cells of 4.7 mm for the flat version. This section presents a new structure for
the distributed soft force transducer which reduces the crosstalk between the
components of the 3-axis force measurements. 3D printing the silicone struc-
ture eased the prototype production. However, the 3D printed material has
a higher hysteresis than the previously used Ecoflex. Microcontroller boards
originally developed for the skin of iCub were implemented for uSkin, in-
creasing the readout frequency and reducing the space requirements and
number of wires. The sensor was installed on iCub and successfully used
for shape exploration in Section 4.5.
3.4.1 Objective
Previously, I manufactured uSkin by embedding permanent magnets inside
bulk silicone rubber. That means the structure did not have any cavity or
room for compression. Therefore, even if only a perpendicular force was ap-
plied to the surface of the skin, the permanent magnets will also displace
sideways. As a result, severe crosstalk between the three measurement axis
will occur. A calibration procedure is necessary to address this issue. How-
ever, this process is time consuming, especially for a high-density sensor pro-
viding many measurements.
For specific applications such as for machine learning or for applications
where the direction is more important than the force value, e.g. in a joystick-
like user interface, uncalibrated data can be used. Based on this, I assume that
if the measurement axes are independent (decoupled), a calibration process
can be avoided. Even if calibrated force readings are required, independent
sensor measurements could make the calibration procedure easier, requiring
fewer calibration parameters and therefore fewer calibration data (by ignor-
ing the crosstalk between the measurement axes), even more so when com-
bined with a linear (instead of quadratic) calibration model.
This section will show a comparison between the conventional bulk struc-
ture and the new air gap structure. Additionally, a bump-like structure can
reduce the crosstalk between neighboring 3-axis measurements and can make
the assembling process easier.
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The structure of uSkin in this section consists of two different materials,
structured silicone and fabric. Naturally, this will result in different proper-
ties of the sensor. Another characterization process is necessary to discover
the new specifications of the sensor. Especially the durability of the new
structure should be tested.
Moreover, in this chapter I will use improved readout electronics, which
are smaller and allow the connection of more sensors.
Thus, the main contributions of this section are that 1) I propose a design
and evaluate the new structure of the skin, 2) reduce the overall size of the
readout electronics (i.e. microcontroller size and the number of wires) and
improve the sensor’s sampling frequency, and 3) conduct a durability test.
3.4.2 Sensor Description
This section will give a short description of the sensor, followed by a com-
parison between the previous and the new structure including its improved
readout electronics.
(1) Design
I used the same PCB layout that was previously introduced in Section 3.2
(16 MLX90393 chips with 4.7 mm of spatial distance). Sixteen permanent
magnets were embedded inside bulk silicone rubber previously, meaning
that the structure is deformable but incompressible. The major problem of
such a structure is that the movements of permanent magnets became less
independent. For example, even though only normal force is applied, per-
manent magnets will also move sideways. The crosstalk between the 3-axis
measurements was addressed in Chapter 3.2. To minimize this effect, I de-
signed a new structure that can be seen in Fig. 3.26. This new structure has
bumps and air gaps. This deformable bump-like structure can also act like
a spring. The air gap between the chip and the silicone is 1.7 mm high. The
dimension of uSkin in this section is 26x27x6.05 mm (1.7 mm thick PCB, 2.85
mm silicone including magnets and chip, and 1.5 mm fabric).
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FIGURE 3.26: Design of uSkin with improved structure.
(2) Soft Skin Manufacturing Process
Two different materials constitute the soft structure of the skin sensor
module (see Fig. 3.26). The first layer is silicone with cavities and bumps,
mounted above the PCB, printed using Agilista 2000, a 3D printer from Keyence.
I used AR-G1L as for the material. Table 3.3 provides its specification. In the
previous work, I used Ecoflex 30 and 50 from Smooth-On (shore 00-30 &
00-50). Compared to Ecoflex 50, AR-G1L is stiffer. The first reason why I
selected this material is that the thin wall of the bump-like structure can get
deformed easily if the material is too soft. For example, the weight of the
permanent magnets can already deform the structure when it was mounted
on the Ecoflex 50 structure. Additionally, more than one permanent mag-
net were distributed every 4.7 mm center-to-center distance. These perma-
nent magnets were pulling each other, deforming the silicone structure by
default. The stiffness of AR-G1L is enough to maintain the overall shape of
the structure when not loaded. Furthermore, it is still deformable and pro-
vides a reasonable force measurement range. The second reason is that a
complicated structure can be 3D printed rapidly and effortlessly compared
to molding thin silicone. The bump-like structures have small holes to place
the permanent magnets inside. To fix the magnets and prevent them from
flipping, I used a silicone glue (Sil-Poxy from Smooth-On; working time 5
minutes, cure time 12 minutes at 23◦C).
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TABLE 3.3: AR-G1L specifications
Details Unit Test AR-G1L
Shore hardness (A) - JIS K6253 35
Elongation ratio at break % JIS K6251 160
Tensile strength MPa JIS K6251 0.5-0.8
Tearing strength kg/cm JIS K6252 3.1
Density g/cm3 JIS K6268 1.03
Water absorption % JIS K7209 less than 0.4
The second layer is a fabric (Neoprene from RS Pro, RS stock no. 733-
6753, with 1.5 mm thickness) glued on the top of the silicone structure. The
glue was Power Flex, a flexible super glue from Loctite (15-30 s fixture time).
Afterward, this silicone layer covered with fabric was fixed on the PCB using
the same super glue.
FIGURE 3.27: SDA and chip placement.
(3) Improved Readout Electronics
Previously, to read 3-axis x 16 chips measurement from one uSkin mod-
ule, one Arduino Due and one I2C multiplexer are required, which is bulky.
The multiplexer is necessary because Arduino Due does not have enough I2C
data (SDA) buses. An MLX90393 chip only has a 2-bit configurable address.
Up to four chips can be daisy-chained in one data bus. To have 16 chips in
one module, they have to be split into 4 data buses. The implementation with
the multiplexer limits the maximum sampling frequency to only up to 30 Hz.
This time I reduced the overall readout electronics and increased the max-
imum sampling rate by using a MTB3, a small microcontroller developed by
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IIT(IstitutoItalianodiTecnologia)fortheirhumanoidrobotiCub[49][73].
Thesizeof MTB3isabout26x18x6mmbig.Ithas4databusesforI2C
communication.Eachmicrocontrolercanbedaisy-chainedthroughCAN
(ControledAreaNetwork)bus.Therefore,oneMTB3isenoughtohandle
al16MLX90393chips’measurementswithahighersamplingrate.Asingle
MLX90393chipcanprovide3-axismagneticﬁeldandonetemperaturemea-
surement.Dependingontheconﬁgurationofthebuilt-indigitalﬁlter,upto
500Hzofsamplingratecanbeachieved.However,ahigherfrequencywil
havemorenoiseasatrade-of.Therefore,thistimeIconﬁguredmysensor
withadigitalﬁltersetingtoachieveamaximumfrequencyofabout125Hz.
TheMTB3wassettocolectmeasurementswith100Hz.
Asacomparisontothepreviouswork,thesamplingfrequencyhassig-
niﬁcantlyimprovedfrom30Hzto100Hz(andpossiblymore).Additionaly,
therequirednumberofwiresisreducedtoonlysevenwires(1VCC/3.3
Vofpower,1GND/ground,4SDAs,and1SCL/clock)forthecommu-
nicationbetweentheuSkinmoduleandtheMTB3.Forthecommunication
betweentwomicrocontrolersortheserialcommunicationoftheMTB3with
theCAN-USBorCAN-ethernetconvertertoPC,onlyfourwiresareneeded.
Inshort,thereadoutelectronicsbecamemorecompact.
3.4.3 CharacterizationMethod
Thissectionwilprovidethemeanstocharacterizethesensor.
(1)ExperimentalSetup
TheoveralexperimentalsetupusedinthissectioncanbeseeninFig.
3.28.ImounteduSkintothex-ytableusingathindoublesidedstickytape
from3M.Acylindrical3Dprintedplasticpusherwasatachedtoa6-axis
F/Tsensor(Nano1.5/1.5fromBLAutotech). Thediameterwas10mm.
Meanwhile,thesensorwasatachedtoavoicecoilmotor(VM5050-190from
Geeplus).Themotorwasusedtoapplyvariousperpendicularloadforces.
Theknobsofthex-ytablecanberotatedtodisplacetheskinsensorinx
andy-axis.Thesemovementswilgenerateshearforceswhenthepusher
isincontactwiththeskinsensor.Comparedtothepreviouswork,instead
ofusinganArduinoDuetoproducinganalogoutput(DAC)forcontroling
thecurrentfortheVCM,IuseanMbedLPC1786instead.Thereasonisthat
Icouldnotproduceforceslessthan1Nwiththevoicecoilmotorusingan
ArduinoDueduetoitsDACminimumoutputthatcannotbezero.Although
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FIGURE 3.28: Test setup
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Mbed’s resolution is only 10-bit, it is enough to produce a step force of about
0.25 N starting from 0 N. To log the measurements from 6-axis F/T sensor
and uSkin, I used 100 Hz as the sampling rate. I removed 50 samples before
and after each force change. The average of the first second of measurements
were used to calculate the baseline of each sensor axis. No further filters were
used this time except the built-in filter in the chip.
(2) Calibration
This section describes how to convert uSkin’s raw measurements into 3-
axis force.
(i) Training set preparation
The chip 3, SDA 3 was used a representative data for this experiment.
To find the calibration parameters, five datasets consisting of input (uSkin’s
raw measurements) and target (the reference sensor’s 3-axis force measure-
ments) were provided. More specifically, these datasets are the normal force
and shear forces in +x, -x, +y and -y direction. The five datasets were com-
bined, i.e. all data was used to find the calibration parameters for all axes.
The data collection for the shear force is currently done manually and is very
time-consuming. For that reason, only one chip was investigated this time.
However, through a rough analysis, I found that some taxels could be about
twice as sensitive as others in the z-axis. Comparative analyses between the
taxels will be conducted in the future. This can be done by using a motor-
ized x-y stage to perform and to provide automated calibration. Moreover,
the sensor production (in particular gluing the textile and assembling the
permanent magnets) could be outsourced to reduce the differences between
taxels. For the normal force, I increased the force in steps of 0.5 N every 5
+ 10 seconds (5 s pushing, 10 s no contact of the pusher with skin). In total,
there are 5 different forces applied. For the +x shear force, before displacing
the table, first 3.5 N of a normal force was applied. Afterward, every 4 s the
skin sensor was displaced by 0.2 mm by manually turning the knob of the
x-y table. I applied 7 steps of shear force in total. I used the same procedure
for the other three shear forces.
(ii) Calibration methods
Methods such as curve fitting and neural network can be used to find the
calibration parameters. In my previous works, I found that the best method
for calibrating the sensor was linear regression with a quadratic model (and
the robust Huber option). However, the previous structural design of uSkin
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FIGURE 3.29: Neural network performance.
is entirely different from the one introduced here (without an air gap). The
new structure and materials introduced here may have a different response.
Therefore, several calibration methods should be compared again to find an
appropriate one for this particular design. I selected three different meth-
ods, linear regressions with and without quadratic model (both with Huber
robust option) and a feed-forward neural network (FNN) with one hidden
layer.
As for the FNN method, I divided the data into 70 % for training and
30 % for validation. I compared eight different hidden layer sizes (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 10, 20, and 30 neurons) to investigate their performances one by one.
Each MLX90393 chip has 3-axis measurement. Therefore, one chip will have
3 FNN models, where 1 FNN model was used to calibrate one axis. The in-
puts were the raw x, y, z measurements of the chip while the target output
was either the x, y, or z-axis of the reference sensor. The parameters calcu-
lation was conducted using the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox. I selected
the BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation algorithm where the iteration was
limited to 1000 steps.
Fig. 3.29 shows the R-squared value for the 3 axes for different number of
hidden units. New data (not included during training) collected for 3 axes in
the same fashion as the training data was used for this figure. The R-squared
value of the x-axis calibration starts to slightly decrease with more than five
hidden units while there is no significant improvement for other axes.
Table 3.4 shows the calibration performance results for all methods. New
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TABLE 3.4: R-squared comparison value.
Calibration method R-squared value
z-axis x-axis y-axis
Quadratic + Huber 0.1091 0.7158 0.4129
Linear + Huber 0.8532 0.9179 0.9028
FNN (1 HL with 5 units) 0.8420 0.9100 0.9105
data (not used for calculating the calibration parameters) collected for 3 axes
in the same way as the training set was used for this table. Compared to
the other methods, the simple linear model already provided nearly the best
results. In another preliminary experiment, I used foam as the deformable
material as it has compressibility like this new structure. Again, the linear
model provided nearly the best results in all cases. On the other hand, the
bulk silicone in Section 3.2 and 3.3 has better results when calibrated using
the quadratic model rather than the linear model. I conclude that a linear
model is adequate for a compressible structure or material, while a quadratic
model does better in the incompressible case. However, it should also be
mentioned that the R-squared values for calibrating the z-axis with the lin-
ear model for the current version of uSkin (0.8532) are comparable or even
slightly lower than in the previous works (0.8634 for the flat module with
bulk silicone and a linear model, and 0.8938 for the curved fingertip). The
hysteresis in the current sensor is higher than the previous works. This could
be the reason why the force calculation less precise in general. Subsequently,
I selected the linear model for calibrating the current version of uSkin. (3.6)
shows the calibration model.
Sj,c = aSx + bSy + cSz (3.6)
Here, Sj,c is the calibrated sensor output of axis j (x, y, or z). Sx, Sy, and
Sz are pre-calibrated skin sensor module outputs in digits. a, b, and c are the
calibration parameters calculated in MATLAB using the Statistics & Machine
Learning Toolbox.
(3) Hysteresis test
Soft material tends to have hysteresis. It is the reason why the output of
the sensor during the loading cycle can be different than during the unload-
ing cycle. Usually, the soft material requires some time to return to its initial
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statecompletely.Moreover,inFig3.33and3.34thez-axisforcemeasurement
ofuSkinincreasesbyabout1N,eventhoughtheactualforceissomewhat
stableorevendecreases(variationsintheappliedforceareduetolimita-
tionsintheforcecontrolofthevoicecoilmotor,i.e.friction).Tocalculatethe
hysteresisvalueofthisversionofuSkin,Iusedequation3.7.
Hysteresis%= (Fmu−Fml)(Fmax−Fmin)×100% (3.7)
FminwastheminimumandFmaxthemaximummeasuredaverageforceby
thereferencesensor.FmlandFmuarethecalibratedskinforcevalues(linear
interpolationofthenearestneighbors)oftheloadingandunloadingcycles,
respectively.Thesetwovaluesweretakenatthemidpointofthecycle(Xm)
ascalculatedusing(3.8).
Xm= Fmax−Fmin2 +Fmin (3.8)
(4)Signaltonoiseratio
TheSNR(signaltonoiseratio)valueindecibel(dB)ofeachtaxelfordif-
ferentloadscanbecalculatedusingequation3.4.
whereµUandσuaretheaverageandstandarddeviationvalueofthecal-
ibrateduSkinmeasurementswhentherewasnoforceapplied.µpistheav-
eragevalueofthecalibrateduSkinmeasurementwhentheskinwaspushed.
3.4.4 Results
(1)SensorResponsebeforeCalibration
Inthissection,IcomparedtwokindsofuSkinstructure:bulksilicone
(asinSection3.2and3.3)andthenewstructurewithbumpsandairgaps.
Fig.3.30(top)showstheresponsewithbulksilicone.Thereisareadingin
x-axiseventhoughonlyz-axisforcewasapplied.Themainreasonwhythis
happenedismostlikelybecausethepermanentmagnetwasdisplacedside-
waysduetotheincompressibilityofthesiliconematerial.Fig.3.30(botom)
showstheresponseofuSkinwithbumpsandairgaps.Thistimethegraph
showslessresponseinxandy-axis.Icalculatedthecrosstalkbetweenthe
3axesmeasurementsasmean(abs(Sx/Sz)+abs(Sy/Sz))(meanofaltime
stepswhenbeingpushedwithz-axisforce).ThedataaretakenfromFig.
3.30andfrom[67]forthecurvedsensor,respectively).Table3.5showsthe
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FIGURE 3.30: Sensor response when subject to stepwise z-axis
force with bulk silicone (top) and new structure (bottom).
result. The crosstalk between the 3-axis measurements in % decreased about
ten times less (from around 40% to around 4%).
(2) Durability
Fig. 3.31 shows the response of uSkin when the motor applied a high
load force to demonstrate its durability. There was no load in the first 5 s.
Afterward, the motor pushed uSkin with around 50 N of normal force (about
637 kPa) for 10 s. The uSkin measurement had an overflow as the distance of
the permanent magnet got too close to the chip. After uSkin was unloaded,
all axis readings gradually return towards zero. Even though uSkin received
high pressure, the sensor is still working normally.
(3) Calibration result
The calibrated z-axis measurement of uSkin can be seen in Fig. 3.32. The
response for x-axis and y-axis can be seen in Fig. 3.33 and 3.34 respectively.
Unlike the training set for the calibration parameters, in which the force was
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FIGURE 3.31: Overloading test.
only stepwise increasing, the force in the respective axis was stepwise in-
creased and then decreased for all three figures. Also, the data for Fig. 3.32
has no 10s breaks between the increasing z-axis force steps.
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FIGURE 3.32: Calibrated sensor response when normal force is
applied.
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applied.
(4) Hysteresis evaluation
I found that the hysteresis was about 20.5 % for the z-axis, 12.2 % for the
x-axis, and 16.8 % for the y-axis. It was measured using the loading and un-
loading cycle in Fig. 3.32, 3.33 and 3.34.
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(5)Signaltonoiseratioresult
TABLE3.5:ComparisonTable
ﬂat curved new
structure
Pressure(kPa) SNR(dB)
4.5 48.04 47.62 39.06
7.6 53.35 51.51 47.44
9.4 55.49 52.61 50.67
12.6 58.89 53.29 54.56
Hysteresisz-axis(%) 5.29 10 20.5
Range(N) 14 6 14
Thickness(mm) 4 4 5.85
Crosstalkduringz-axispushing(%) 41.48 38.48 3.86
Table3.5presentsTheSNRresultsofonesensorfordiferentpressures
togetherwithanoverviewofotherrelevantresults.Table3.5alsoshowsa
comparisontotheresultswithbulksiliconeforﬂat[66]andcurvedmodules
[67].Newdatawastakenusingthenewmeasurementelectronicspresented
heretocalculatetheSNRvaluesforthosesensors.Additionaly,themeasure-
mentfrequencyandthepushersizearealsothesame(100Hzand10mmof
diameterrespectively).TheSNRvaluesareoveralsimilarandliewithinthe
normalvariationthatcanbeobservedinmyexperimentsbetweendiferent
loadcels(thenoise,aswelassensitivity,variesbetweensensors).
3.4.5 Discussion
Asoftlayerwithanairgapstructuredforskinsensorswereintroducedin
[65],[69].Theworkin[65]proposesadome-likestructure.[60],[65]claimed
thatsuchkindofstructurecanimprovethesensitivitytotheshearforces
measurement.ThediferencetotheworkinthissectionisthatuSkinhas
anadditionallayerthatcoversthebumpstructuretomaintainthesurfaceas
ﬂataspossible.Aﬂatsurfaceismorepreferredtocoverrobotparts.Addi-
tionaly,thiscovercangiveanextraprotectiontothesensorandalsocanbe
replacedfortheeaseofmaintenance.Thiscanbeachievedbecausethegap
betweeneachbumpisverysmal.In[69],insteadofusingadomestructure,a
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conventionalbulkstructurewithadditionalcavityabovethechipwasused
toalowthesiliconetocompress.Themainintentionisforincreasingthe
sensitivityofthesensor.Theadditionalbeneﬁtsofthestructureintroduced
inthissectionisthatthepermanentmagnetsareeasiertobeassembledas
theydonotneedtobeimplantedinsidethesilicone.Implantingmagnets
insideasiliconehassomedrawbacks.First,twolayersmoldingprocessis
required(asexplainedinFig.3.2),consumingmoremanufacturingtime,la-
borcost,andeforts.Second,thewholesiliconeskinneedstobereplacedif
amaintenanceisnecessary.
Bothworksmentionedabovewerenotinvestigatingtheimportanceofan
airgapstructuretoreducethecrosstalkbetween3-axisfora3DHalEfect-
basedskinsensor.Thissectioninvestigatesfortheﬁrsttimeandshowsthat
anairgapstructurecanreducethecrosstalkforabouttentimeslowerthan
theconventionalbulkstructure.Datawithouttoomuchcrosstalkinforma-
tioncanbeusedstraightforwardlyforamachinelearningpurposewithout
anyfurthercalibration. Unfortunately,thehysteresisbecomeshigherthan
theconventionalbulkstructure(about20%from5%)duetothecharacteris-
ticofthematerial(AR-G1L).Alowhysteresisvalueisimportanttominimize
themeasurementinaccuracyandgiveafasterresponsetoreachaquasi-static
state.Therefore,optimizingthematerialstolowerthehysteresisisrequired
andwilbepresentedinthenextsection.
Finaly,intheprevioussection,uSkinrequiredanArduinoDueanda
multiplexertoread16x3-axisforcedata,limitingthemaximumreadout
frequencyto30Hz.Theworkinthissectionproofsthatthesameamountof
datacanbereadat100Hz(possiblyupto250Hz)usinganMTB3,asmal
microcontrolerfromtheIIT[73].Thisimprovednetworkenablesmultiple
uSkinmodulestobemountedonrobothandssuchasAlegroHandand
iCubHandinadaisy-chainedlinkwithonlyfourﬁnaloutputwires. Asa
comparisonwithotherdistributedskinsensors,Twendy-One[35]requires
bulkyandheavyelectronicsmountedonthebacksideofthehand,causing
themaintenancetobework-intensive.ComparedtotheiCubskin[49],uSkin
canmeasureshearforces.Inshort,acompact,soft,distributed,3-axisskin
sensorisachievedalreadyatthisstage.
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3.5 SensorOptimization
3.5.1 Objective
Intheprevioussection,thesiliconestructureofuSkinwasprintedusingAR-
G1LmaterialfromtheKeyenceforarapidprototypingpurpose.Although
thecrosstalkbetween3-axismeasurementcouldbereducedtoabout4%,the
hysteresisisaboutfourtimeshigherthantheEcoﬂexseries.Todetermine
whichmaterialcangivethebestperformance,severalliquidsiliconerubbers
wilbecompared. Moreover,thenewuSkinspeciﬁcationafterithasbeen
optimizedwilbepresentedhere.
3.5.2 Sensorstructure
Initialy,Ecoﬂex30and50(shore00-30and00-50respectively)fromSmooth-
onwereused.However,theimprovedstructurehasbumpswitha0.5-0.8
mmthinwalasinFig.3.35.
FIGURE3.35:DetailedstructureofuSkinwithoptimizedmate-
rials.
Becauseofthis,thestifnessofthematerialisnotenoughtomaintain
thestructure.Thepulingstrengthofthepermanentmagnetsarestronger
causingthematractingeachother.Asaresult,thebumpstructuregetsde-
formedbydefault.Forthisreason,amaterialthatisharderthanshore00-50
isrequired.TheshoreAisharderthan00ingeneral.Asiliconerubberwith
theshoreA17wasconﬁrmedtobeenoughtomaintainthestructurefrom
deformingduetothepermanentmagnet‘sweightoritspulingstrength.A
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softer material can provide a higher sensitivity but has a lower maximum de-
tectable force as a trade-off. A wider sensing range is important to manipu-
late various daily objects. For that reason, a shore hardness of about A30 was
selected. Even though some silicone rubbers have the same stiffness level,
they may have different response characteristics such as hysteresis. This can
be seen in Fig. 3.36, where three different materials (DY, RBB, and Dragon-
Skin) were compared. As we can see, DragonSkin 30 has the lowest hystere-
sis value outperforming the others. Based on this result, DragonSkin 30 from
Smooth-On was chosen for manufacturing the air gap structure of uSkin.
FIGURE 3.36: Uncalibrated sensor response when normal force
is applied.
Initially, the outer layer covering the silicone structure was a Neoprene
fabric. The surface friction was somewhat low, resulting the shear forces were
difficult to be measured as the objects tend to slip. To increase the grasping
stability and shear forces detection, a gecko tape from 3M is selected.
3.5.3 Characterization Method
An experiment to characterize uSkin with optimized materials was conducted.
The experimental procedures are similar as in the previous section. A Nano
17 force-torque sensor is used this time as it has more force measurement
range. The maximum force generated by the voice coil motor is 18 N. All
16 chips were pressed simultaneously with a pusher that has a contact area
similar to the sensor module size. The procedure for training and validation
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is the same as in 3.4. As expected, a linear model has the best fitting to find
the calibration parameters.
3.5.4 Result
The test result can be seen in Fig. 3.37, representing one out of 16 sensors
during z-axis (normal force) load.
FIGURE 3.37: The response of uSkin with Dragon Skin mea-
sured at 50 Hz when normal force was applied. (Unit is in
Newton)
(1) Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a sensor can defined as follows:
Sensitivity = ∆S/∆F (3.9)
There are 14 load points in total (7 loading and 7 unloading), including
two where the sensor was not pushed. The differences between each load/
unload point were calculated, resulting 13 values of ∆S (uSkin) and ∆F (Ref-
erence sensor). Using equation 3.9, 13 sensitivity values were calculated then
averaged. The average value of the sensitivity is calculated as 1.1233 with a
standard deviation of 0.1785.
(2) Range
The range is the minimum and the maximum detectable forces that can
be measured by the sensor. For the minimum detectable force, a piece of
paper cut in a square shape (about 30 mm x 30 mm) was used. The shape
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is slightly bigger than the skin sensor so that it can cover the whole surface.
It was confirmed that the skin sensor could measure a 1 g of paper. For
the maximum detectable force, the highest load that can be generated by
the voice coil motor (18 N) was used for the test. Although the sensor is
not yet saturated at the maximum load, we can see that the output starts to
significantly deviate from an ideal line. As a conclusion, the current design
of uSkin has a range of 1 - 1800 gf. Further test with a higher load will be
conducted in the future to determine its saturation point.
(3) Resolution
The resolution (minimum detectable force for a given bandwidth) is cal-
culated as:
Resolution = NL/Sensitivity (3.10)
NL is the RMS noise of calibrated sensor measurement at 50 Hz when
there is no load applied. 200 samples were averaged to calculate NL. Later,
the value was found as 0.0052 N or 0.52 gf. Using the sensitivity value calcu-
lated previously, the resolution of the sensor is 0.004 N or 0.4 gf.
(4) Accuracy
The accuracy can be seen in Fig. 3.38 and was measured using equation:
Accuracy(%) = 100− |Savg/Favg|
Favg
× 100 (3.11)
where Savg and Favg are the average value of skin sensor output and reference
sensor output at one load point respectively.
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FIGURE 3.38: Sensor’s accuracy during different load forces.
Please note that the first data point when there is no load applied is re-
moved from the plot as there is no meaningful information. In overall, the
accuracy of the sensor is above 90% when more than 2 N of forces were ap-
plied.
(5) Linearity
The linearity expresses how much the sensor output value deviated from
the ideal curve. It can be calculated as:
Nonlinearity(%) =
Din(max)
IN f .s.
× 100 (3.12)
Din(max) is the maximum input deviation and IN f .s. is the maximum, full-
scale input. By looking at Fig. 3.37, we can see that uSkin starts to deviated
from the ideal curve at around 14 N of normal force. The linearity error of
uSkin is 9.9% at around 18 N under the normal force load.
(6) Hysteresis
The hysteresis value was calculated as 4.6% using Equation 3.1, slightly
improved compared than the conventional bulk structure (5%) and about
four times lower than the AR-G1L material (20%).
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(7)ResponseTime
Theresponsetimehereisdeﬁnedbymeasuringtherise-time(Tr)andfal-
time(Td),aperiodoftimerequiredtochangeintoaquasi-staticstatevalue.
At50Hz,itwasfoundthat22timestepisrequiredtoreachaquasi-static
state.Therefore,theresponsetimeofthesensoris440ms. However,the
requiredtimeforthesensortogiveanactualfeedbackafteranimpactispre-
sumedtobelowerthanthat.Atestwithahighersamplingratetodetermine
theresponsetimeoftheoveralsystem(requiredtimeforthesensortogive
afeedbackusinganactuator)wilbepresentedinthenextchapter.
3.5.5 Discussion
Manyskinsensorshadbeensuccessfulyimplementedontherobotstoper-
formtasks[35],[49],[65],[69].uSkinwasdevelopedtocoverrobothandsas
themainmotivation.Althoughthesensorspeciﬁcationismuchmoremature
thantheearliestdesign,ithasnotbeenusedyetforconductingtasks.Inthe
Chapter4,sometaskswilbedemonstratedtoshowuSkincapability.
ThemajordrawbackofuSkincomparedthannonmagneticsensorssuch
as[35],[49]isthatitcangetinﬂuencedbyexternalmagneticsourcessuch
asferromagneticobjectsandtheearthmagneticﬁeld. However,compen-
satingamagneticinﬂuenceispossible.Forexample,byhavingextrarefer-
encesensors,thediferencebeforeandafterthesensorgetsinﬂuencedcanbe
measured.Theideatonulifyaninﬂuencefromothermagneticsourcewil
bedemonstratedinChapter4.3.Thislimitationwilbediscussedfurtherin
Chapter5.
3.6 ConclusionofthisChapter
(1)Section3.2presentedthedesignofaskinsensorwith16Halefectsen-
sors.Loadtestswereperformedbyapplyingnormalandshearforces
ontheproposedsensor. Thetestsrevealedthatwhenonlynormal
forcewasapplied,displacementsinthex-axisandy-axisweredetected.
However,afterperformingacalibration,asimilarresultasthereference
sensorforcemeasurementcouldbeachieved.Thetestalsorevealed
thattheshearforcesinxandy-directioncouldbemeasured.Further
testswereperformedtomeasurethedistributedsensorresponsewhen
beingpushedindiferentlocations.Itwasconcludedthatthesensor
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canbeusedtodetectthedistributedforcevector.Furthermore,grasp-
ingexperimentswiththehandwilbeperformedtoevaluatethesensor
measurementsduringrealuseinSection4.3.
(2)Section3.3presentedthedesignofaskinsensorforrobotﬁngertips
with24Halefectsensors. Loadtestswereperformedbyapplying
normalandshearforcesontheproposedsensor. Thetestsrevealed
thateventhoughithasaroundshape,uSkincansuccessfulybeused
tomeasure3-axisforce.Furthertestswereperformedtomeasurethe
distributedsensorresponsewhenbeingpushedwithdiferentshapes.
Itwasconcludedthatthesensorcanbeusedtodetectthedistributed
forcevector.
(3)Section3.4presentedanewstructureforthesoftskinofuSkin.Table
3.5showsthemostimportantcharacteristicsandcomparesthemtothe
previousversionsofuSkin.Mostimportantly,thecrosstalkbetweenthe
3-axis(duetotheincompressibilityofsiliconematerial)wasreduced
(fromaround40toabout4%).Evenwithoutatimeconsumingcalibra-
tionofthesensor,the3-axiscomponentsarethereforemoreindepen-
dent.TheSNRwascomparableandlieswithinthenormalvariationbe-
tweendiferentloadcelsthatIobservedinmyexperiments.Therange
wasalsosimilartothepreviousﬂatversion.Thesensorwasthicker,but
thisdoesnotconstituteaninherentweaknessofthecurrentsensor,asit
waspartialyduetotheratherthickNeoprene(1.5mmthickness)and
partialyduetothePCB(Iuseda1.7mmthickPCB,whichisotherwise
identicaltothe0.5mmthickPCBin[66],toincreasethestability,asthe
iCubhanddoesnotprovideaﬂatsupportforthesensors).Therefore,
thesensorthicknesscanbeeasilyreducedinfuturework.Thehystere-
siswasincreased.Thisisduetothematerial,whichhasavisiblyhigh
hysteresisalsowhenusedinbulkform.Futureworkcouldusethenew
structurewithamaterialwithlesshysteresis.However,currentlyfew
softmaterialscanbe3Dprinted,and3Dprintingfacilitatestheproto-
typeproductioncomparedtomolding.Furthermore,Icouldshowthat
despiteusingstructuredsilicone,thesensorwasrobusttooverloading
with50N(about637kPa).Overal,Iprovedthatitiseasytoconﬁgure
uSkinfordiferentrequirements.Usingatextileasthetoplayercanbe
beneﬁcialdependingontheapplication.
(4)Section3.5presentedmaterialoptimizationtoreducethehysteresisand
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to achieve the optimal measurement range. Dragon Skin 30 is consid-
ered to be the best material option compared to RBB and DY as it has
the lowest hysteresis (4.6 %). Using the current design and materials,
the dynamic range of 1 gf - 1800 gf can be achieved. The accuracy of the
sensor may vary under different loads. For example, about 90% of ac-
curacy can be achieve when the sensor was loaded with normal forces
between 2 - 18 N. The sensor becomes less accurate when it measures
lower forces.
3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigates the sensor’s behavior when the Hall Effect sensing
elements and permanent magnets are distributed in less than one centimeter
from center to center distance. The method introduced here such as struc-
tural design and materials selection proofs that a compact, distributed, soft,
and 3-axis skin sensor can be achieved. Furthermore, the sensor can be used
to cover many kinds of robot shapes (flat and multi-curved). The next work
that needs to be done is to proof that the sensor can be truly implemented
on robots for conducting tasks. Therefore, the next chapter will demonstrate
uSkin’s capability when it is used for real use cases.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Background
Tactile sensing gives us humans better perception for controlling force while
grasping and manipulating an object. Likewise, tactile sensing is also crucial
for robots to enable a robust interaction with a dynamic environment. In this
chapter, I covered an EzGripper from Sake Robotics, an Allegro Hand, and an
iCub Hand with uSkin to demonstrate the capabilities that distributed 3-axis
soft skin sensors can deliver.
I found that the earth magnetic field may influence the sensor’s readout.
Through a compensation method, I successfully nullified this effect. As the
skin sensor can also measure shear forces, I took advantage of this informa-
tion for implementing feedback control to prevent an object from slipping as
it got heavier. The gripper could grasp with a low force, but enough to pre-
vent the object from slipping. The response time of the sensor is fast, 5 ms at
200 Hz sampling frequency. The sensor is also sensitive. It could detect an
object with 5 g of weight. Meanwhile, the minimum detectable weight is 1 g.
A visualization software was also developed to enable seeing the sensor’s
response while grasping objects. Four different objects were grasped using
an EzGripper, and they produced distinctly different force visualizations. A
similar situation also occurred when an object shape exploration task was
performed using a humanoid robot iCub.
4.2 Objectives
The objectives of this chapter are:
1. To prove that uSkin can be integrated into various robots.
2. To discuss that other magnetic sources can influence the sensor yet com-
pensation is possible.
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3. To show the importance of 3-axis force data and its fast response time
for preventing objects from slipping.
4. To give an idea that the data of uSkin can be used for machine learning
purpose such as classifying object shapes.
4.3 Implementation on the Allegro Hand
In this section, I will show uSkin’s response when it is implemented on the
Allegro Hand.
4.3.1 Method
uSkin used in this section is based on the one introduced in Chapter 3.2 and
3.3. The sensor was mounted into Allegro Hand’s fingertip and phalanges.
To show the 3-axis force measurement from the sensor, a 40 s long experiment
was conducted. The sequence of the experiment can be described as follows:
1. At 0 to 10 s, there is no object grasped.
2. At 10 to 20 s, the Allegro Hand will grasp an empty plastic cup.
3. At 20 to 30s, an object with 175 g of weight will be dropped into the
cup.
4. At 30 to 40s, the Allegro Hand will release the cup.
One load cell (SDA 1 chip 2) on the fingertip will be used as a represen-
tative data. uSkin in this section can cover flat (phalange) and multi-
curved surface (fingertip). Although it shows that the shear forces in-
formation can be useful for detecting weight changes, feedback control
is still not implemented here. Therefore, the next section will demon-
strate the reactive grasping using uSkin data.
4.3.2 Result
The output of one load cell (SDA 1 chip 2) corresponding to different grasp-
ing conditions can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Initially, the Allegro Hand did not
grasp anything so there was no response from the sensor. When the hand
grabbed the cup, measurements in x, y, and z-axis changed. Later, I dropped
a 175 g heavy roll of wires into the cup, which caused a visible vibration and
the cup slightly moved due the weight of the object. The output of uSkin
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changed accordingly as shown in the plot. Finally, the cup was released and
the output of the sensor eventually returned to zero.
FIGURE 4.1: Sequential response.
4.3.3 Discussion
uSkin in this section can cover flat (phalange) and multi-curved surface (fin-
gertip). Although it shows that the shear forces information can be use-
ful for detecting weight changes, feedback control is still not implemented
here. Therefore, the next section will demonstrate the reactive grasping us-
ing uSkin data.
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4.4 Reactive Grasping
4.4.1 Hardware Description
In this section, a short description of the general working principle of the
sensor and the specifications of the gripper will be provided.
(1) Sensor
In a 27 x 28 mm area, there are 16 load cells that individually can mea-
sure 3-axis force. There are 16 small permanent magnets embedded inside
a silicone structure, floating above 16 3-axis hall-effect sensor chips. These
permanent magnets will displace in x-y-z direction corresponding to the di-
rection of the contact force or the shape of the objects. Through a calibration
process, the output of the sensor can be converted from a magnetic field (mT)
into pressure (Pa). A microcontroller is used to collect the data from the sen-
sor through I2C (inter-integrated circuits) communication and send it to the
PC via CAN (controlled area network) protocol. The communication from
the sensor module to the microcontroller requires only 7 wires, and from the
microcontroller to the PC only 4 wires, adding to the space efficiency of the
sensor system. The maximum sampling frequency I can achieve is 250 Hz
per axis.
(2) Gripper
The gripper I used in this section is an EzGripper from Sake Robotics.
The gripper is tendon driven, and its servo head needs to rotate for about
180 degrees in order to fully close the gripper. It can be connected to the PC
through serial communication. By default, the latency time of the COM port
in Microsoft Windows is 16 ms. I changed it to 1 ms so that the gripper can
provide a faster response. uSkin was attached to one side of the gripper as
shown in Fig. 4.2. I used a Python software as an interface to integrate the
sensor and gripper. The details of the gripper are provided in Table 4.1. I
mounted the gripper on a sturdy aluminum profile as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.2: uSkin mounted on the EzGripper.
FIGURE 4.3: SDA and chip placement.
TABLE 4.1: EZGripper specifications
Grasp Width 145 mm
Payload 2.5 kg - 5 kg
Gripper Weight 365 g + 35 g (mount)
Grasp Force 35 N
Servo MX-64AR from Robotis
Operating Voltage 12 V
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4.4.2 Method
(1) GraspingAlgorithm
Mygraspingalgorithmcanbedescribedasfolows:First,Icalculatedthe
baselineof3x16axesbyaveragingtheﬁrst100samplesofthesensor’sraw
(initial)value.Afterwards,Isubtractedthosebaselinevaluesfromthesen-
sorreadings.Thus,alaxesvaluesarearoundzerowhenthesensorisnot
touchinganobject.Next,Icalculatedtheaveragevalueofeachaxis(Savg,x,
Savg,y,Savg,z)fromal16loadcels.Forgraspinganobject,Icontinuouslyro-
tatedtheservomotorheadtoclosethegripperuntiltheSavg,zmetadesired
thresholdvalue.Thisvaluewasdeterminedempiricalytoachieveanaslow
aspossiblenormalforcebutenoughtoavoidtheobjectfromslipping.Inthe
nextstage,Iamimplementingtheslippreventionalgorithmbycomparing
thecurrentSavg,xvaluewiththeprevioussensorvalue(Savg,x,t−1).Likebe-
fore,Islightlyclosethegripperbyrotatingtheservomotorabout0.2degree/
digitifthecomparisonvaluesurpassedthepre-determinedthreshold.
(2)EarthMagneticFieldCompensation
Asmyskinsensormeasuresthemagneticﬁeldchangestodetectpres-
sure,anexternalmagneticﬁeld(i.e.earthmagneticorelectromagnetic)can
potentialyinﬂuencethesensor’sreading.Ingeneral,anelectricmotorgen-
eratesamagneticforcetorotatetherotorthatcanafectmysensor’sreading.
In[66],Itestedthesensorbyplacingitonthetopofarotatingservomotor
andnoinﬂuencewasdetected. However,thistimeImeasuredsomesmal
changesinuSkin’sreadingduetotheorientationchangesasinFig.4.5(top).
Alaxesstartedfromnearlyzeroasthegripperwasopenedandnoelectrical
currentwasapplied(themotordidnotrotate). Afteraboutthreeseconds,
themotorstartedtorotatetoclosethegripper.Herewecanseethattheraw
valueofx-axis(Sx,raw)increasedabout25digit.Toinvestigatethesourceof
thisinﬂuence,Iconductedtwoexperiments.First,Itriedtomanualyclose
thegripperwithoutactuatingthemotor.Second,Itriedtorotatethemotor
withoutpulingthewiresothattheorientationoftheskinsensorwilnot
change.Asaresult,theskinsensor’sreadingchangedonlywhenitsorien-
tationchanged.Iconcludedthatthesourceoftheinﬂuencecamefromthe
earthmagneticﬁeld,notfromtheservomotor.Therefore,thesensorneeds
tobecompensatedaccordingtoitsorientation.
Theorientationoftheend-efectorcanbeestimatedthroughthekinemat-
icscalculation.Therefore,thejointangleinformationcanbeusedtoacquire
thecompensationofset.Inthissection,Iamassumingthatthegripperis
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attached to a stationary base. For this reason, I only used the EzGripper’s
servo angle to calculate the compensation offset. The skin sensor I used in
this section has 16 load cells which individually can measure 3-axis force.
Thus, 48 offset compensation parameters are needed. To calculate these pa-
rameters, I compared several methods such as linear regression, quadratic re-
gression, and feed forward neural network (FNN) using a MATLAB Statistic
& Machine Learning and Neural Network Toolbox. In general, the first order
exponential model can already fit the training data very well. For ease of im-
plementation I used a FNN with only the servo angle as input, one neuron in
the hidden layer, and 48 outputs. The BFGS Quasi-Newton backpropagation
algorithm was used.
To train the network, I recorded 887 samples of skin sensor measurements
and servo angle from the fully opened position to fully closed position. Each
sample consists 48 axes of skin sensor data and 1 EzGripper servo angle.
The servo angle values were used as an input, while the target output is the
48 values of skin sensor’s reading. The training was limited to 1000 itera-
tions. The data was divided into 70% for training and 30% for validation.
The R-squared value of the predicted result for new independent test data
was 0.9999.
(3) Feedback Control
In this section, I evaluate the sensor’s performance in a real-time situation.
(i) Increasing Weight
In this experiment, I demonstrate that the shear forces information can
be used for increasing the grasping force to prevent the object from slipping.
The object I used for this experiment was a 37 mm diameter cylindrical plastic
bottle with a funnel attached on the top as shown in Fig. 4.4 (top). The
overall weight of the object was 15 g. After the plastic bottle was securely
gripped, I gradually increased the weight by pouring small balls inside. I
used a metronome to guide the timing for increasing the weight. The weight
was increased by about 5 g in each step.
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FIGURE 4.4: Some small pellets were poured into the cylin-
drical plastic bottle to increase its weight (top) and a 100 g of
weight was dropped into the flat plastic bottle (bottom).
(ii) Response Time
A skin sensor with fast response is crucial for a safe manipulation. In this
experiment, I investigate whether the skin sensor is fast enough to give an
immediate response to the gripper. Similar to the previous experiment, this
time I used a 43 x 43 mm plastic container with a flat surface as in Fig. 4.4
(bottom). The weight of the container is 17 g. I dropped a 100 g weight inside
the container to produce a sudden shear force change in y-axis direction.
(4) Real-time Visualization
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The visualization software was developed using a Siv3D Engine for Vi-
sual Studio 2015. The communication between the skin sensor and visualiza-
tion software was done through TCP/IP. A python server was run to trigger
the sensor and collecting all data at 100 Hz. The visualization software was
running as a client. In Fig. 4.9, 4x4 black squares represent the tactile arrays
of uSkin. In the center of each square, there is a yellow circle visualizing the
3D force. The diameter of the circle represents the amount of normal force ap-
plied and the circle displacements in x and y-axis represent the shear forces.
Four objects with different shapes (30 mm φ ball, 20 mm φ bearing, 25 x 25 x
25 mm cube, and 20 mm φ x 100 mm cylinder) were used in this experiment.
4.4.3 Result
(1) Earth Magnetic Field Compensation
Fig 4.5 (bottom) shows the graph with the compensation algorithm. As
can be seen, the external magnetic field influence generated by the earth mag-
netic field could be nullified.
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FIGURE 4.5: Skin sensor response before (top) and after com-
pensation algorithm was implemented (bottom).
(2) Feedback Control
The experiment result can be seen in Fig. 4.6. The gripper successfully
increased the normal force (Savg,z) every time a change in Savg,y was detected,
as can be seen in the graph. From this experiment I concluded that the skin
sensor was sensitive enough to detect very small weight changes.
(3) Response Time
The correlation between the skin sensor and servo motor response can be
seen in Fig. 4.7. After about 3 s, the gripper started to close until the plastic
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FIGURE 4.6: The response of the skin sensor when small balls
were poured into the plastic bottle.
container was touched. We can see that even though the orientation of the
skin sensor changed, Savg,x, Savg,y, Savg,z remained the same thanks to the
compensation algorithm explained previously. At around 12 s, the weight
was dropped. A closer look of the graph during this moment can be seen
in Fig. 4.8. Time t = 0 ms is the moment where the weight was slightly
touching the upper part of the plastic container. At t = 50 ms, a major change
in y-axis was detected. Supposedly, at this moment the weight firstly landed
at the bottom of the container. 5 ms after that, the servo motor started to
rotate for increasing the grasping force. However, the servo motor requires
130 ms to reach the goal position. EzGripper employs an MX-64AR servo
from Robotis. This servo motor has PID parameters that can be tuned for
optimization. I presume that by tuning these parameters, a faster response
from the servo motor can be possibly achieved. Meanwhile, by using the
default PID parameters and maximum speed of the motor, the slip still could
be prevented. I concluded that the new response time of my skin sensor at
200 Hz sampling rate is 5 ms. On overall response time of less than about 10
ms was also confirmed by analyzing a slow motion video. We can also see
that all axes immediately returned to zero after the object was released. The
skin sensor has a low hysteresis. In the figure we can see that x-axis change
is higher than y-axis. The reason is because during the slipping, the object
was rotating to the front as its center of gravity was shifted.
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FIGURE 4.7: Servo motor response when a 100 g of weight was
dropped
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(4) Real-time Visualization
The sensor response can be seen in Fig. 4.9. In Fig. 4.9 (a), the chip no.
2 on SDA 2 has the most response compared to the rest. This is because the
contact area of the spherical object is very small. However, we can also see
that chip no. 1 on SDA 1 is slightly shifted from the center due to the shear
force. The responses for objects with flat surface can be seen in Fig 4.9 (b) and
(c).
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FIGURE 4.9: The skin sensor response when four different ob-
jects were grasped.
As the bearing has a hole in the middle, the outer sensors are more ac-
tive. The pressures are distributed more to the front side due to the closing
mechanism of the gripper (not parallel). This explains why the right side of
the sensor is more active. Finally, in Fig. 4.9 (d) we can see that the curva-
ture shape of the cylinder created shear forces displacing the circles to the left
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and right side. From this experiment, we can see that shear forces can give
more information such as identifying the contour of the object. Although ob-
ject classification is not the main concern of this research, this result indicates
that my skin sensor data can potentially be used for this kind of tasks.
4.4.4 Discussion
The sensor I used in this chapter is similar to the one I introduced in Chap-
ter 3.5. However, this time I integrate the sensor to EzGripper from Sake
Robotics1 and slightly adjust the shape to fit the gripper. Here, the full im-
plementation of uSkin to perform a feedback control using a servo motor
is demonstrated for the first time. Tactile sensors based on a magnetic field
sensing are usually sensitive enough to detect the earth magnetic field. There-
fore, the sensor’s measurement can change in respect to its orientation.
The main contributions of this work are that 1) I implement an algorithm
for compensating the sensor from earth magnetic field influence, 2) improve
the sensor’s sampling frequency to achieve a faster response time, 3) inte-
grate the sensor in a robot gripper and implement a slip prevention algorithm
using a distributed 3-axis skin sensor.
1https://sakerobotics.com/
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4.5 Implementation in iCub
4.5.1 Hardware Description
The PCB module covered with the skin (uSkin module presented in Section
3.4) was mounted into iCub’s hand. I used VHB, a strong double-sided sticky
tape from 3M. The thickness of this tape is about 1 mm thick. The iCub with
uSkin can be seen in Fig. 4.10.
FIGURE 4.10: Humanoid robot, iCub, and uSkin mounted on
its hand.
4.5.2 Evaluation Method
Object shapes exploration was conducted by using uSkin mounted on iCub’s
hand. iCub was configured to push objects in eight different locations with
a particular force within the optimal measurement range of the skin sensor.
I utilized a compliance control for the three shoulder joints (pitch, roll, yaw)
and on the elbow joint. A position control was implemented for other joints.
There are four objects with different shapes (named as arc, flat, wave, and
saw) used in this experiment. All objects have the same length and width (5
x 3 cm) when seen from above. Fig. 4.11 (bottom) shows the whole pushing
procedure. The overlap of the displacement is 50% of the module size, result-
ing in all chips on SDA4 will always be on top of SDA1 of the previous step.
For this reason, I remove all data from SDA1.
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FIGURE 4.11: Experimental setup for shape exploration task
(top). Illustration of exploration procedure (bottom).
4.5.3 Result
Fig. 4.12 shows the exploration results. Although the sensor measures 3-axis,
only the data from z-axis will be provided here for easier comprehensibility.
The graph shows the raw sensor measurements from eight exploration steps
for four different objects. Based on this figure, we can see that the response
from row no. 3 and 4 were the most significant. Furthermore, the result from
flat object shows that SDA 2 and 3 responded stronger than SDA 1. Perhaps,
two factors caused this phenomenon. First, when the iCub hand pushed the
object, it was not perfectly perpendicular. Second, the skin sensor was un-
calibrated, resulting in some taxels are more sensitive than others. Moreover,
the y-axis displacement shown in the plots is only indicative, as iCub has
compliance in its arms, which would explain some of the differences in the
locations of the sensor response and the corresponding object features such
as corners. Since the skin sensor has a T-shape, sometimes the edge of the
sensor module was in contact with the object. When this happened, none of
the sensors responded, which would explain the response of arc shape.
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Despite all these factors, the first three objects provided very notable re-
sults. Wave and saw shapes have a similar result, which is understandable,
as their shapes look similar. However, we can see that the saw shape has two
peaks in the 30 - 50 mm. Meanwhile, the wave shape only has one. Perhaps,
the sharp edge of the saw shape produced a higher pressure and could be
detected.
FIGURE 4.12: Shape exploration response (uncalibrated z-axis
measurements at different positions: 0 mm - SDA 4, 4.7 mm -
SDA 3, 9.4 mm - SDA 2, 14.1 mm - SDA 4 of second exploration
step, and so on.
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4.5.4 Discussion
AlthoughiCubisalreadyequippedwithcompactanddistributedskinsen-
sors[49],theycanonlymeasure1-axis. Meanwhile,uSkinprovides3-axis
forcemeasurements.uSkinthatisusedinthissectionisoriginalydesigned
forAlegroHand.However,thissectionproofsthatitcanbeeasilyadapted
foriCubwithoutfurtherhardwaremodiﬁcation. Thisispossiblebecause
uSkinhascompactreadoutelectronics,fewnumbersofwires,andlight-
weight.TheprevioussectionalsoshowsthatitcanbeintegratedintoEz-
Gripper.Therefore,itcouldbedemonstratedthateasyintegrationisoneof
thefeaturesthatuSkinhas.
4.6 Conclusionofthischapter
1.ThischapterproofsthatuSkincanbeintegratedonvariousrobots(Al-
legroHand,EzGripper,andiCub).
2.Ifoundthattheearthmagneticﬁeldcouldafectthesensor’sreadout.
However,acompensationalgorithmcouldbeimplementedtonulify
theinﬂuence.
3.Thischaptershowsthatshearforcesinformationisvitaltopreventan
objectfromslipping. Mostimportantly,uSkin’sresponsetimeisfast
enoughforpreventingobjectsfromslipping(5msat200Hzofthe
samplingrate).Iconﬁrmedthatthesensorcouldachieve250Hzof
samplingrateperaxis.Ishowedthatthegraspingforceofthegripper
couldbeincreasedcorrespondingtotheweightoftheobjectusingthe
shearforceinformation.Theskinsensorinthissectionwasnotcali-
brated,butcouldbebyusingthetechniquepresentedintheprevious
chapter.
4.uSkinwasusedfortactileexplorationtasks.Fourdiferentobjectswere
used,andalofthemshowadistinctresult.Itgivesanideathatthe
datacanbepossiblyusedforamachinelearningpurposesuchasa
classiﬁcationtask.
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Conclusion
5.1 Background
This section will explain achievements from each chapter, the limitation of
this research, and possible future works.
5.2 Research achievements
This thesis presented the development of uSkin, a compact, distributed, 3-
axis soft skin sensor.
In Chapter 2, the sensor was successfully developed using MLX-90393, a
small 3D Hall Effect sensor that is commercially available from Melexis. The
manufacturing process is straightforward, making the production low cost
and efficient. A mature characterization is conducted for the first time for
such kind of tactile sensor. In Chapter 3, it was shown that the sensor can
be used for distributed 3-axis sensing with a sub-centimeter spatial density.
uSkin was develop both for flat as well as curved surfaces, in particular uSkin
sensors were also integrated in the multicurved Allegro hand fingertip.
Initially, uSkin was developed using silicone in a bulk structure, resulting
in severe crosstalk between the measurement axes due to the incompressibil-
ity of the silicone. Therefore, the air gap structure was developed and the
crosstalk could be reduced to about 4%. The structure is also like a bump
which can increase the sensitivity of the sensor to measure shear forces.
Aside from the new skin structure, I also implemented iCub’s MTB3 mi-
crocontrollers for uSkin to increase the sampling frequency, reduce the size
of the readout electronics, and to minimize the required wires.
Finally, I did first tests with uSkin mounted on an iCub, and showed that
the sensors can be used to differentiate object shapes.
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5.3 Current Limitations
As the sensor uses magnetic field changes as its sensing principle, other mag-
netic fields (including the earth magnetic field), nearby magnets, or nearby
ferromagnetic materials can influence the sensor measurements. Reference
measurements could be used to offset such influences, and I had preliminary
success with offsetting the influence of the earth magnetic field. Furthermore,
the purpose of the sensor was to grasp and manipulate everyday objects, and
most of them do not include ferromagnetic materials or magnets, and there-
fore uSkin can already be used for a wide variety of relevant objects.
5.4 Future Works
In future work I plan to calibrate all sensors using a motorized x-y stage. This
improved calibration setup could be also used for more detailed analysis of
the response of the sensor to shear forces.
Furthermore, I would like to improve the sensor’s performance such as
lowering the hysteresis and crosstalk. A proper material selection needs to
be conducted for this. Moreover, a simulation can also be done.
Currently, uSkin has 4.7 mm spatial density. However, this can be re-
duced even more by using a smaller magnetometer. For example, by using
an MMC341 (1.6x1.6x0.6 mm) from MEMSIC, a 2.4 mm spatial distance can
be possibly achieved. Therefore, in 21x26 mm area, 64 3D magnetometer
chips can be mounted.
Magnetic compensation will be implemented in the future to eliminate in-
terference from magnetic objects. Magnetic shielding could be implemented
for this. Alternatively, another reference sensor (magnetometer) can be mounted
on the skin sensor module to generate compensation parameters.
Lastly, uSkin performance for manipulating an object will also be evalu-
ated. This can be done through a collaboration with other Sugano Laboratory
members for example.
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